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April 11, 2017 

 

 

 

The Honorable John Bel Edwards  

Governor, State of Louisiana  

P.O. Box 94004 

Baton Rouge, LA 70804 

 

 

Dear Governor Edwards:  

 

 

I am writing today to express my concerns about the structure of the Louisiana Housing Corporation’s (LHC) 

DRAFT 2017 Qualified Allocation Plan (QAP) and its significant challenges on projects in New Orleans and other 

urban communities across the state to address our affordable housing needs. 

 

I’d like to point out a few specific areas of the scoring criteria that are particularly detrimental to urban areas: 

  

 

       The LHC draft QAP awards 10 points to developments in rural areas, defined as communities with a 

population of 35,000 or less.  According to the rural area definition, the places that don’t qualify as 

rural areas are New Orleans, Baton Rouge, Shreveport, Lafayette, Lake Charles, Kenner, Bossier City, 

Monroe, and Alexandria.  

 

       In addition to the significant point boost for rural projects, the QAP also creates a set-aside for rural 

projects. The QAP recommends that 25% of total funding be reserved for rural area projects. 

 

       Further, rural area projects are also eligible for funding from the general pool, and will have the 10-

point advantage over projects in urban cities competing in the general pool. 

 

       More significantly, the QAP does not award points for developments in disaster-affected areas, 

although a large portion of the state is still in recovery from recent disasters, including the Great Floods 

of 2016 and the tornado that hit Eastern New Orleans East earlier this year. 

 

       Construction costs in urban cities are typically higher than in rural areas because of several factors, 

including higher cost of labor, higher cost of land, higher insurance costs, more stringent building and 

design regulations, higher investor reserve requirements, etc. Despite receiving several public 

comments on the need to increase the maximum costs per unit allowed in response to rising 

construction and development costs, cost maximums remain unchanged from the previous several 

years.  Not only does the QAP keep cost maximums the same, but provisions regarding the process by 

which cost maximums may be waived has been removed. 

  

 

As written, these combined factors among others stack the deck in favor of rural areas to the detriment of urban 

areas. These changes are poised to cause a disproportionate flow of credits to projects in rural areas without 

consideration given to other parts of the state where the great need for affordable housing is well documented.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

The low income housing tax credit (LIHTC) program is one of the most significant tools needed to develop 

affordable housing for low income residents.  In the past five years, the City of New Orleans has relied upon 

LIHTC to leverage hundreds of millions of private sector capital to redevelop public housing into mixed income 

communities, provide affordable housing for our low-income artists and culture bearers, and provide housing for 

our residents with special needs including families experiencing homelessness.  

 

I hope that your team and appointees will assist in revising the QAP scoring criteria so that there is a more balanced 

approach to the award of this limited resource enabling Louisiana residents across the state to have access to the 

affordable housing they need. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Mitchell J. Landrieu 

Mayor, City of New Orleans  

 

 

CC: Louisiana Housing Corporation 

Orleans Parish Legislative Delegation  

Special Counsel Erin Monroe Wesley 

 







From: James Neville
To: Marjorianna Willman
Subject: 2017 QAP Change Request Comments/Suggestions
Date: Thursday, October 20, 2016 2:47:53 PM

 
Marjorianna,
                There is a significant amount of vacant lots in the City of New Orleans, places where there
used to be housing. Since Hurricane Katrina, these homes were acquired by the LLT and then
demolished so they could better handle the blight concerns. These LLT lots have since been given
back to the city or parish agencies for them to maintain and to put back in commerce. Housing
agencies have been burdened with the maintenance and liability of the scattered vacant lots for
years without the capital to create new units.
                I ask that the Louisiana Housing Corporation recognize former LLT lots as essentially vacant
units and allow High Vacancy points to be earned by giving LLT lots (in existing subdivisions) the
same merit as vacant units. Sites in historic neighborhoods where housing existed for over one
hundred years should be encouraged to come back. It is also an essential block in the Enterprise
Green Communities checklist to develop in existing neighborhoods because existing infrastructure is
being utilized. It is what’s best for the city.
Thank-you for considering this request.
 
Jamie Neville
 
 
Neville Development
812 Gravier Street, Suite 340
New Orleans, LA 70112
504.828.1253 – O
jamie@nevilledevelopment.com
 

mailto:jamie@nevilledevelopment.com
mailto:mwillman@lhc.la.gov
mailto:jamie@nevilledevelopment.com
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Charles Tate 
2017 Supplemental QAP Comments 

  
Introduction 

 
These Supplemental Comments are in promised follow up to the testimony delivered at the 
Public Hearing March 15, 2017. 
 
The author first wishes to reiterate his compliments to the LHC Staff and Board for not only 
welcoming, but embracing, the public feedback received prior to publication of the draft 2017 
QAP.  This feedback possibly includes the author’s comments posted to the LHC website to the 
following effect: 
 

Nationally, only 25% of U.S. citizens known to be income eligible actually receive Rental Assistance 
for want of adequate Federal appropriations, leaving 75% of such citizens financially stressed by their 
cost of housing; 
 
There is a 108,000 unit shortage of housing affordable to Louisiana’s least fortunate, Extremely Low 
Income (ELI) households earning 30% AMI or less, including SSI recipients whose incomes typically 
range from 22% (single SSI income) to 29% AMI, disabled and without assets; and that 
 
Such Louisiana citizens have little choice but to hope that this QAP will prioritize them in the only 
way it really can, by prioritizing the preservation of older developments with Federal Project Based 
Rental Assistance (PBRA) that cover their housing costs beyond their 30% household income 
contribution -- $220 in the case of an SSI recipient’s $770 per month SSI income.  

 
As noted March 15, very few PBRA developments have been constructed since the early 1980s (more 
than 30 years ago) – before the concept of a Qualified Census Tract was established in 1986 (with the 
advent of the Low Income Housing Tax Credit) – and there are no resources other than those 
provided by this QAP with which to preserve such housing.   
 
The last thing we as a state can afford to do is have these older, larger developments fall apart and 
lose that irreplaceable Project Based Rental Assistance. 
 

THE PARTICULARS 
 

1. Maximum Tax Credits (Page 8 of 47) 
 

The draft 2017 QAP at page 8 of 47 sets a per Project Limit of $750,000 and a Per 
Developer Limit of $1.5 Million without regard to the type of project proposed for LHC 
consideration.   
 
Modest changes are required if the QAP in its final form is to serve the priority 
population described above in the only way it can, by preserving older PBRA 
developments as they actually exist.   
 
a. Per Project Limit: Reverting back to my comments about such older PBRA 

developments serving the 30% AMI/SSI Population, those that exist are tend to not 
only be quite large – 100 units – but in serious need of attention given their 30+ years 
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age and the absence of available resources to meaningfully rehabilitate and preserve 
them until now.  Such a 100 unit development needing $51,000 per unit of contractor 
hard costs (exterior and interior, fire safety upgrades and the like), requires an 
allocation of $1,250,000 in Tax Credits to accomplish.  
 
Again, there are no alternatives .  Interest rates are rising, tax credit pricing has fallen, 
and there are inadequate HOME or NHTF funds available to fill this need, especially 
given LHC’s understandable intentions to invest HOME funds elsewhere – NOAH, 
Homeownership, Second Mortgages and the like. 

 
I therefore believe that the per Project limit for the 30% AMI Pool, and possibly the 
Nonprofit Pool, should be increased to $1.25 Million (or $1,250/unit) from the 
current $750,000 so that this QAP can breathe life into LHC’s articulated intent to 
provide for our least fortunate citizens where they actually live.  
 
b. Per Developer Limit. Second, with respect to the proposed per Developer Limit of 

$1.5 Million, the author respectfully suggests that nonprofits be exempt from this 
limit, or at a minimum the proportion of benefit conferred on co-developers be taken 
into account in its calculation.  
   

Here is the reasoning. 
 
The greatest challenge to smaller, otherwise qualified, Louisiana CHDO, nonprofit or for-
profit developers from progressing from developing smaller HOME projects to larger 
Tax Credit projects is that they lack the balance sheet required to advance 
predevelopment costs, let alone evidence that they have the $3-5 Million net worth ($1-2 
Million liquid) required to secure Low Income Housing Tax Credit equity.   
 
Such budding Tax Credit developers need support from nonprofit or for-profit 
organizations that not only have such resources, but are willing to partner with them in 
exchange for a portion of the anticipated Developer Fee.  Without such help, smaller 
developers cannot get to the next rung on the ladder.   
 
Not all well-heeled developers are willing to play this role, so the 2017 QAP should 
encourage larger balance sheet developers from Louisiana and across the nation to help 
smaller ones progress, or at least not discourage them from doing so.  Therefore due 
consideration should be given to exempting Nonprofit organizations from this aggregate 
$1.5 Million per developer limit.   
 
Alternatively, perhaps the $1.5 Million per developer allocation limit should be applied 
on a pro rata basis to the developer in proportion to the individual developer fee 
expectations for projects involving more than one co-developer.  If the Development 
Services Agreement provides one developer 55% of the developer fee, then that portion 
of a project’s tax credit award, not 100%, would count toward its $1.5 Million ceiling.   
 
Or of course the LHC could choose to adopt both suggestions.   
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The point is that the QAP should aggressively encourage larger developers to work with 
smaller ones or at least not discourage them from doing so.  After all, such collaborations 
amount to the seed corn required for smaller, local Louisiana HOME project developers 
to grow into larger Tax Credit developers that can develop -- including scattered site, 
infill housing so desperately needed in rural and other communities across Louisiana. 
 

2. Other Proposed Adjustments to the Draft QAP  
 

a. Collapsing Pools. Page 7.  The Staff recommended Pools make sense given 
that they prioritize 30% AMI households. However, the Nonprofit/CHDO 
(within applicable Federal constraints), Rural and 30% AMI Pool should 
collapse into the General Pool: Projects that are not high scorers in the explicit 
priority pools should then be scored on an equal basis with General Pool 
applicants.   

b. Financing structure. Page 18.  Financing structure comments are unclear. 
c. HUD Debt Service. Page 21. Paragraph 2.  The 1.10 required Debt Service 

Coverage for USDA Rural Development Projects should apply for HUD 
projects as well.  (HUD and USDA developments with PBRA underwrite the 
same for HUD 221 and USDA 538 financing.)  

d. Rural Area Project, Page A-23. For the same reason, the definition of Rural 
Area Project in the Appendix A Glossary should strike mention of USDA 
Rural Development.  HUD has old PBRA rural projects that operate just like 
USDA 515 projects.  Rural locale is everything.  USDA versus HUD Source 
of funds (35 years ago) should mean nothing. 

e. Page 21.  Public Notices.  The draft QAP provides an explicit window for 
required newspaper notices, and it would be helpful were the QAP to make 
clear that that other required notices, Zoning Letters and the like, secured 
already, say since January 2017, suffice. 

f. Page A-12.  What in the world are Earthcraft Green Criteria, and when did 
NASA get involved in this business?!  Kidding aside, in order to save 
development expense, project architects should be authorized by the QAP to 
sign off on Green Building criteria. Therefore the draft QAP language should 
be amended to provide as follows: “Must be certified by project architect or 
another qualified third party verifier according to one of the following 
criteria:”.   

g. Page A-19. Preservation Property. Paragraph (b) mentions Federal loans prior 
to 1985.  That date should be struck, and thought given to substitute the age of 
a project, say 30 years old or older or something along those lines. 

h. Page A-21 (and QCT Scoring Criterion for Redevelopment Project, Page 3 of 
10.) Redevelopment Project and Redevelopment Properties. In the wake of the 
United States Supreme Court Dallas decision, strike reference to “within a 
Qualified Census Tract” in order to comply with the Opinion encouraging 
affordable housing investments in diverse income areas, including outside 
QCTs once believed to comprise about 32% of all Census Tracts.   

i. Page A-23. Rural Area Project.  See (d) above. 
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j. The author reiterates his suggestion that some form of Project Based Rental 
Assistance should be offered in this QAP so that experienced providers and 
their allies can provide housing that serves our State’s most challenging at risk 
populations, such as SSI only (no Section 8 or PSH) recipients with Chronic 
Mental Illness, Teen Mothers, Foster Children who are aging out, or some 
other homogeneous population in need of intensive supportive services rather 
than more expensive institutionalization or homelessness. 

   
3. Scoring Criteria: 

 
(i) Page 3 of 10. Redevelopment Project.  In the wake of the United 

States Supreme Court’s Dallas opinion, the QCT requirement 
should be struck, at least for 30% AMI Preservation Rehab 
projects that benefit Extremely Low Income citizens wherever 
they live, so as to comply with the Supreme Court’s requirement 
that affordable housing investments not be deterred from occurring 
in less impoverished areas. (The concept of a QCT was not created 
until the 1986 Tax Code established Low Income Housing Tax 
Credits, long after the PBRA developments were funded.) 
 

(ii) Page 5 of 10. II Targeted Population. C refers to Units housing 
100% Elderly Populations.  Older HUD 202 developments house 
both the Elderly and Disabled.  It was only later that HUD 
bifurcated Elderly and Disabled populations between their 202 and 
811 programs respectively.  Therefore, thought should be given to 
amending the QAP to merge C, Elderly units, with the other 
Special Needs Populations contained in Target Group A, for 
developments that invite or are required to serve both Elderly and 
other Special Needs Populations – as is the case with older PBRA 
developments. 
 

(iii)  Page 7 of 10. Government Priorities.  Points for QCTs and DDAs.  
As the written comments previously posted online suggest, if LHC 
is to prioritize the needs of our 30% and SSI households and 
Preservation of larger, older PBRA developments that are not 
being replaced, then LHC must recognize every such development 
for what it is: an Oasis or Island of affordability wherever it is.  
Such developments falling outside a QCT should not be penalized 
5 points due to where it was constructed before QCTs were even 
created, especially given the Supreme Court’s ruling in the Dallas 
case.  (Note that QCTs did not even exist, at least in the context of 
affordable housing, before enactment of the 1986 Tax Code that 
fostered Low Income Housing Tax Credit.)    
 
So 30% AMI Pool Preservation Rehab projects should be eligible 
for 6 Redevelopment Project points plus 5 Government Priority 
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points wherever they are situated – and in the wake of the United 
Supreme Court decision, perhaps especially if they are outside a 
QCT, and neither they nor the less fortunate residents who reside in 
them should be penalized and for what, ministering to both Elderly 
and Disabled populations as required by HUD in the case of older 
HUD 202 PBRA developments. 
 

(iv) Page 8 of 10.  Transportation Services.  Rural Projects should not 
be docked a point for lacking a Transportation System required by 
cities due to their urban sprawl.                

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Charles Tate 

















Louisiana Housing Corporation LIHTC – 2016 Qualified Allocation Plan Selection Criteria 
 
V. PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS (Select and provide support documentation on all that 
apply)  
 
A. Green Buildings         5_____  
See Glossary for definition of “Green Building.” 
  
B. Community Facilities (See Glossary)      2_____  
 
(Community facilities must be consistent with the definition contained in QAP.  
Homeownership projects are not eligible to receive points for community facilities.)  
 
C. Optional Amenities Provide manufacturer cut sheets and/or architecture certification for the selected 
amenities.  
 
(i) Washers and dryers are installed and maintained in every unit   3_____ 
 
Proposal to add the following; 
 
D. Energy Star Equipment Facilities 
 

• ENERGY STAR – Tank-style natural gas fired water heater (EF => 0.67)    2_____ 
• ENERGY STAR – Tankless natural gas fired water heater (EF => 0.90)    2_____ 
• ENERGY STAR – Natural gas fired furnace (AFUE => 90% for Southern US) 2_____ 
• Hydronic air handler heating system with an ENERGY STAR – rated tankless natural gas fired 

water heater (=> 0.90 EF). This system will meet both space and water heating loads at 82% or 
higher annual efficiency with one burner tip. Thus the 4 points for this system is simply the sum 
of the 2 points for the ENERGY STAR furnace and 2 points for the ENERGY STAR tankless water 
heater.          2_____  
      

• Natural Gas sealed combustion product (whether or not it is an ENERGY STAR rated model). This 
is included because installing sealed combustion models is considered best practice because it 
ensures separation between combustion air needed for furnaces and water heaters from house 
air.          1______ 

Apendix C.1 Minimum Design Standards – New Construction ( 2016 QAP Louisiana) 
Division XV: Mechanical  
 
Heating Ventilating and Air Conditioning Equipment  
 
All units shall be heated and cooled using high-efficiency equipment. HVAC systems shall have a 
minimum SEER (Seasonal Energy Efficiency Rating) rating of 14.50 with a minimum HSPF (Heating 
Seasonal Performance Factor) rating of 8.2. Fuel oil and gas fired furnaces and boilers shall have an AFUE 
efficiency of 90% or greater. Alternative HVAC systems may be approved by LHC. 
 
 

Comment [TJR1]: Minimum Standard heating 
equipment should be required in the minimum 
design standards.  Doing so would induce developer 
to consider high efficiency heating and water 
heating.  Water heating is the largest energy user in 
a home.  Consideration for Energy Star water 
heating be included in the section.  See criteria per 
Energy Star for the various appliances.  The current 
QAP is not in compliance with Energy Star. 



 



Value of Natural Gas Home 
  Heating, Water Heating, Drying, and Cooking 

Comparison 
  

Natural Gas vs. Electricity 
  

   

 

Natural Gas Electricity 

Energy Price:  $/CCF Natural Gas and $/kWh Electric $0.75 $0.090 

   SPACE HEATING Gas Furnace Air Source 
Heat Pump 

Furnace Efficiency: AFUE and Air Source in HSPF 90%                    
8.2  

Input in CCF and kWh                    
300  3,774  

% Heating Load to Air Source Heat Pump (MS)   92.8% 

Efficiency Derating for air source heat pump - per state   4.3% 

Annual Space Heating Required (output in Btu) 27,000,000  27,000,000  

Natural Gas and Electric Price  ($/CCF and $/kWh) $0.75 $0.090 

Total Annual Costs  $225 $340 

Annual Savings Using Natural Gas for Heating $115  

% Annual  Savings 34% 
 
 
WATER HEATING (Gas Tank to Electric Tank) Gas Water 

Heater 
Electric 

Water Heater 

Water Heater Efficiency 67% 95% 

Annual Input in CCF  and kWh                    
230  

               
4,745  

Annual Water Heating  Required (output in Btu) 15,385,185  15,385,185  

Natural Gas and Electric Price  ($/CCF and $/kWh) $0.75 $0.09 

Total Annual Costs  $172 $427 

Annual Savings Using Natural Gas for Water Heating $255  

% Annual Savings 60% 

   
WATER HEATING (Gas Tankless to Gas Tank) Gas Tankless 

Water Heater 
Gas Tank 

Water Heater 

Water Heater Efficiency 90% 62% 

Annual Input in CCF  and kWh                                      



158  230  

Annual Water Heating  Required (output in Btu) 14,237,037  14,237,037  

Natural Gas Price  ($/CCF) $0.75 $0.75 

Total Annual Costs  $119 $172 

Annual Savings Using Natural Gas for Water Heating $54  

% Annual Savings 31% 
 
DRYING Gas Dryer Electric 

Dryer 
Laundry Loads per week 5  5  

Duration per load (Minutes) 26  26  

BTU and kW sized input of Res. Dryers               
22,000  

                   
6.4  

Annual Input in CCF  and kWh                      
25  

                  
726  

Natural Gas and Electric Price  ($/CCF and $/kWh) $0.75 $0.090 

Total Annual Costs  $19 $65 

Annual Savings Using Natural Gas Dryer $47  

% Annual Savings 72% 

   COOKING Gas Stove Electric 
Stove 

Meals Prepared Each day 2  2.0  

Duration per Meal cooking (Minutes) 24  24  

BTU and kW sized input               
10,000  

                   
2.9  

Annual Input in CCF  and kWh                      
29  

                  
856  

Natural Gas and Electric Price  ($/CCF and $/kWh) $0.75 $0.090 

Total Annual Costs  $22 $77 

Annual Savings Using Natural Gas Range $55  

% Annual Savings 72% 
 



From: Marjorianna Willman
To: Marjorianna Willman
Subject: 2017 QAP Comments
Date: Thursday, March 30, 2017 11:59:24 AM

Larry Ferdinand

Comments for QAP:

I. C.  Page 2:  Expand the High Vacancy Projects to include Historic Property.
II. G.   Page 4:  Expand the definition of Preservation Property to include Historic Property.....Include
the preservation of historic bldgs for 10 pts.
III. D.  Remove Rural Parishes Points from General Pool....since a separate pool is already being
established...Page 4.
III.  E. Remove Delta parishes Points from General pool....a separate pool is already being
established.....page 6

I suggest the addition of 10pts for projects located in a designated HUD Choice Neighborhood.

L. Ferdinand

mailto:/O=LAMAIL/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MARJORIANNA WILLMAN7A5
mailto:mwillman@lhc.la.gov








From: Greg Gachassin
To: QAP Comments
Cc: Marjorianna Willman; Keith Cunningham
Subject: Rural Definition - 2017 QAP
Date: Friday, March 31, 2017 10:28:44 AM

It appears that the Rural Definition in the Draft 2017 QAP is somewhat ambiguous and needs
clarifying language in order properly define certain areas and to more precisely indicate the
intention of the policy.
 
We recommend the following Definition:
 
RURAL AREA PROJECT:  (i) Any USDA Rural Development financed project or; (ii) any project located
in a Community with a population of 35,000 or less as of the latest US census bureau estimates or;
(iii) any project located in an unincorporated area of a Parish.
 
We also recommend adding the following Definition:
 
COMMUNITY:  An area that is identified by the GNIS (Geographic Names Information System)
Federal Repository by the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, has been assigned a GNIS ID and is
considered a class under the GNIS as a Populated Place.
 
Optional Additional Definition:
 
POPULATED PLACE:  Place or area with clustered or scattered buildings and a permanent human
population (city, settlement, town, village). A populated place is usually not incorporated, but may be,
and by definition, has no legal boundaries. However, a populated place may have a corresponding
"civil" record, the legal boundaries of which may or may not coincide with the perceived populated
place. Distinct from Census and Civil classes.
 
 

Greg Gachassin
President, Owner
The Cartesian Company
1227 Camellia Blvd, Suite 204 | Lafayette, LA  70508
337.234.7659 office | 337.280.6825 cell | ggachassin@cartesiancompany.com
PLEASE NOTE NEW ADDRESS
 

mailto:ggachassin@cartesiancompany.com
mailto:qapcomments@lhc.la.gov
mailto:mwillman@lhc.la.gov
mailto:kcunningham@lhc.la.gov
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From: Marjorianna Willman
To: QAP Comments
Subject: FW: QAP Workshop Comment & Recommendation
Date: Tuesday, December 20, 2016 5:03:26 PM

 

On Dec 19, 2016, at 9:47 AM, Ralph Broussard <magnoliacdc@charter.net> wrote:

Good morning, this is R. Keith Broussard, Founder & Executive Director, Magnolia CDC
located in Opelousas, LA.  See attached profile.

I spoke with you after the QAP Program Workshop held on Thursday.  After hearing the
comments on the policies and procedures, I would like to provide a comment and
recommendation on the 2017 QAP discussed at the workshop.

Louisiana received the minimum distribution of $3 million from the National Housing
Trust Fund’s first nationwide distribution.    LHC is the designated agency that will
administer the funding for the State of Louisiana.  The NHTF’s target markets are very
low and low income families with rental assistance being its focus.

I have read through your internet site that the Board will attach the NHTF’s $3,000,000
to the 2017 round of LIHTC funding.  At first thought I was concerned since there are
few CHDOs and other small nonprofits that have the capability to participate in the
LIHTC Program, therefore, the smaller projects and the rural projects would benefit
very little from the NHTF funding. 

I am recommending that the Board and staff consider the following in utilizing the
NHTF funds:

The NHTF’s $3,000,000 funding remains allocated to the LIHTC Program.  I recommend
those funds be allocated to developing and implementing a program designed to target
smaller LIHTC projects and LIHTC projects located in rural communities.  I am
somewhat familiar with the LIHTC Program and the history of rural and small project
funding are minimal as compared to urban funding. 

By allocating the funding to rural and smaller project funding, LHC will provide funding
to a segment of the market that has had limited access to the LIHTC Program. 
Additionally, the LHC Board has an opportunity to fund the program with new funds
without setting aside any more of the total LIHTC funds for the period to this
underserved segment.  Also, the NHTF’s program has administrative funds; therefore,
the funding to develop and implement the program is built in.

I do understand that I may have oversimplified the process and to have this program
approved and implemented as recommended will take a concerted effort; however, if
approved this will give LHC the opportunity to serve the underserved LIHTC’s market
that consist of smaller projects and projects located in the rural areas.  Additionally,
these smaller projects have the ability to focus on serving not on the very low and low
income families, but veterans, the elderly and the disabled that live in rural areas.

Please add these comments to the others recorded at the workshop.

Thank you in advance for your assistance in this matter.

mailto:/O=LAMAIL/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MARJORIANNA WILLMAN7A5
mailto:qapcomments@lhc.la.gov
mailto:magnoliacdc@charter.net


R. Keith Broussard, CFP

Founder & Executive Director, Magnolia CDC



From: Pousson, Scott - RD, Alexandria, LA
To: QAP Comments
Cc: Hardin, Lynne - RD, Alexandria, LA; Coody, Hope - RD, Alexandria, LA; Jones, Lee - RD, Alexandria, LA;

Nardini, Karen - RD, Alexandria, LA; Marjorianna Willman; Keith Cunningham; Buddy Spillers
(bspillers@mrcdc.com)

Subject: 2017 Qualified Allocation Plan
Date: Tuesday, March 28, 2017 8:16:05 AM
Attachments: image002.png

image003.png
image005.png
image006.png
image007.png

USDA Rural Development fully supports the recommended 25% Rural Pool allocation of low-
income housing tax credits, with one half of the Rural Pool set-aside for USDA Rural
Development rehab projects, as presented in the DRAFT Louisiana 2017 Qualified Allocation
Plan.
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the structure of this very important source of
funding to rehabilitate properties in rural areas in order to continue to provide decent, safe,
affordable housing to rural citizens in the great state of Louisiana.
 
If you need anything further, please do not hesitate to contact this office.
 
Thanks,
 
Scott Pousson
Multi-Family Housing Program Director | Louisiana State Office
Rural Development
United States Department of Agriculture
Phone: 318.473.7962 | Fax:  844.332.7476
www.rd.usda.gov/la | “Committed to the future of rural communities”
 
Stay Connected with USDA:

USDA is an equal opportunity provider, employer and lender.
 

This electronic message contains information generated by the USDA solely for the
intended recipients. Any unauthorized interception of this message or the use or
disclosure of the information it contains may violate the law and subject the violator
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please notify the sender and delete the email immediately.
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From: Edward Taylor
To: QAP Comments
Subject: Louisiana Housing Corporation Draft 2017 Qualified Allocation Plan Comments
Date: Wednesday, March 29, 2017 3:03:16 PM
Importance: High

We have reviewed the draft QAP and have the following comments about the selection criteria.
 

I.       C. High Vacancy Projects: Include all Historic Buildings for 6 pts; Page 2 of 9         

·        Currently this item only targets Scattered Site development.  Expand the High Vacancy
Projects to include Historic Property.    

              
II.      G. Preservation Priority Projects: Include the preservation of historic buildings for 10 pts;

Page 4 of 9

·        Expand the definition of Preservation Property to include Historic Property. Historic Property
rehabilitation is vital to their preservation and plays an important role in revitalization of
urban cores.

 
III.    D. Remove Rural Parishes Points from General Pool (a separate pool is already being

established); Page 6 of 9

·        As there is a designated Rural Pool proposed, we suggest that proposed Rural developments
not be allowed to apply in the general pool (where they would clearly have an advantage) as
well as in the Rural pool (where they have LIHTCs set aside for Rural developments only).

 
III.    E. Remove Delta Parishes Points from General Pool (a separate pool is already being

established); Page 6 of 9

·        The Delta Parishes will qualify for the proposed Rural Pool.  We suggest that
proposed Delta Parish developments not be allowed to apply in the general
pool (where they would clearly have an advantage) as well as in the Rural
pool (where they have LIHTCs set aside for Rural developments only).

 

Add: Project Located in a designated HUD Choice Neighborhood for 10 pts.
·        HUD Choice Neighborhoods have been designated based on extensive research and

identification of these areas as in great need of viable development.  Affordable housing is a
chief need identified in these areas.  LIHTCs are required to feasibly develop this housing
and to access and leverage the LIHTCS with other funding sources.

 
Thank you,
 
Edward S. Taylor, CPM®
Managing Partner
Fairfield Property Management
P.O. Box 1667
Shreveport, LA  71165
Phone: (318) 676-0866
Fax:     (318) 424-6547
Cell:     (318) 349-4839
Etaylor@fairfieldmanagement.com
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ENTERPRISE 
643 Magazine Street  Suite 202  New Orleans, LA 70130  504.335.2300  www.enterprisecommunity.org  www.enterprisecommunity.com 

February 24, 2017 

 

 

Marjorianna Willman 

Housing Program Administrator 

Louisiana Housing Corporation 

2415 Quail Drive 

Baton Rouge, LA 70808 

 

RE: 2017 State of Louisiana Low Income Housing Tax Credit Qualified Allocation Plan 

 

 

Dear Ms. Willman,  

 

Enterprise Community Partners appreciates the process the Louisiana Housing Corporation has 

undertaken in seeking input and comments in advance of the release of the draft 2017 State of 

Louisiana Low Income Housing Tax Credit Qualified Allocation Plan (QAP). We are offering 

written comments on some of the important issues raised during the public hearings, specifically 

cost limits, geographic preferences, and green building certification.  

 

Enterprise understands the importance of the Low Income Housing Tax Credit (Housing Credit) as 

a valuable tool for increasing private investment in affordable rental housing. We have over 30 

years of experience creating opportunity through affordable housing connected to jobs, education, 

and healthcare facilities. In Louisiana, Enterprise has invested nearly $180 million in tax credit 

equity to support the development of 1,810 affordable homes. 

 

We offer the following recommendations: 

 

The Maximum Average Total Development Cost Per Unit should be increased 

Striking the right balance between factors related to housing quality and cost containment is a 

challenge. Ensuring that Housing Credits are utilized in a cost-effective manner is an important 

goal, given limitations and the critical need for affordable housing. However, cost containment 

measures that are too restrictive can undermine the viability and development of quality housing.  

 

We have concerns that using the same cost containment provisions from the 2016 QAP will limit 

viable and quality developments. Specifically, we recommend that the 2017 QAP include a higher 

maximum average total development cost per unit than the 2016 QAP.  

 

Adjusting development cost caps higher would be responsive to the realities that developers are 

facing. Those realities include: increasing costs of construction; decreases in credit pricing; 

increasing investor standards for Housing Credit deals, such as higher reserve requirements; and 

increased costs of building to hurricane-resistant and resilient standards.  

 

When development costs caps that are not aligned with these cost realities, developers are often 

required to seek gap funding from local sources to make their projects feasible. Using HOME and 
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CDBG funding for Housing Credit developments limits a local government’s ability to adequately 

fund other important programs to meet their housing needs. With the prospect of level or reduced 

federal funding for housing programs, it is wise to maximize the development cost caps so that 

local governments can make the most of those dwindling federal resources.  

 

The QAP should award developments in areas with the greatest housing needs, with less 

emphasis on geographic considerations. 

There was discussion at the public forums on geographic preferences and specifically around the 

issue of balancing urban and rural developments. It is important to recognize the differences in 

developments in urban and rural areas, and the different considerations and challenges facing 

developers according to the location type. However, the overriding concern when awarding 

Housing Credits must be locating housing in the areas that need it the most.  

 

We recommend that geographic considerations be limited, and that focus be placed on meeting the 

most pressing housing needs as identified by LHC and reflected in housing data. Specifically, the 

2017 QAP should not award 10 points for Rural Area Projects. Ten points is much higher than the 

other geographic priorities, and gives a much greater advantage to developments in rural areas vs. 

non-rural ones. We recommend removing or significantly decreasing the ten point advantage for 

Rural Area Projects.  

 

Furthermore, the definition of “Rural Area Project” is skewed and areas that are not typically 

known as “rural” qualify as a “Rural Area” as defined in the 2016 QAP. For instance, cities 

adjacent to or close to the city limits of the ten cities listed would qualify as “rural areas” despite 

those areas being closer in character to metropolitan places than rural ones. The definition of 

“Rural Area Project” should be changed to better reflect the traditional interpretation of what 

constitutes rural areas.  

 

The QAP should require that green certifications be verified by a third-party inspector.  

We laud the LHC for incentivizing the use Enterprise Green Communities and other green 

certifications in the 2016 QAP. To get the full benefit of green building and to ensure those 

standards are met to the highest quality, we recommend that LHC require green certifications be 

independently verified. Requiring certification documentation from a third-party inspector will 

ensure developments meet all green certification requirements and that LHC, developers, and 

residents will get the long-term benefits of green building.  

 

Once again, thank you for the opportunity to provide recommendations for the 2017 QAP. We 

look forward to the release of the draft.  

 

 

Sincerely, 

 
John Sullivan 

Senior Director for State and Local Policy, Gulf Coast 



 

ENTERPRISE 
643 Magazine Street  Suite 202  New Orleans, LA 70130  504.335.2300  www.enterprisecommunity.org  www.enterprisecommunity.com 

April 5, 2017 

 

 

Marjorianna Willman 

Housing Program Administrator 

Louisiana Housing Corporation 

2415 Quail Drive 

Baton Rouge, LA 70808 

 

RE: Comments to Draft 2017 State of Louisiana Low Income Housing Tax Credit Qualified 

Allocation Plan 

 

 

Dear Ms. Willman,  

 

As mentioned in our previous letter, Enterprise Community Partners appreciates the deliberation 

put forth by the Louisiana Housing Corporation in engaging the public and gathering input 

regarding the 2017 State of Louisiana Low Income Housing Tax Credit Qualified Allocation Plan 

(QAP).  We are grateful that LHC chose to incorporate suggestions made by Enterprise and others 

to require green building standards be certified by third party inspectors.  

 

We remain concerned that the maximum total development costs and the rural geographical 

preference included in the draft QAP will stifle high quality developments that address the state’s 

most pressing housing needs. Indeed, instead of addressing the limitations posed on high quality 

development by the Maximum Total Development Cost and the 10-point priority for rural area 

projects, the QAP essentially “doubles down” on these provisions, making them even stricter by 

removing the process by which Total Development Costs may be exceeded and creating the rural 

funding pool. We hope that LHC will reconsider these limitations.  

 

The QAP should not discriminate against projects in urban areas 

Enterprise knows that rural areas are not immune from the nation’s growing housing 

unaffordability crisis. As the percentage of homeowners increases and the number of renters rises, 

new multifamily housing must be built all over the state to address rental housing shortages. 

However, the rural preferences in the QAP will unfairly limit the ability of LHC to address 

pressing housing needs in urban areas as well.  

 

The rural area definition in the QAP effectively singles out nine cities where project applications 

will not receive points for geographic priority or be eligible for the proposed rural pool  – New 

Orleans, Baton Rouge, Shreveport, Lafayette, Lake Charles, Bossier City, Kenner, Monroe and 

Alexandria. Every one of these cities is suffering from unique housing challenges. In New Orleans, 

where a third of renters pay more than half of their income on rent, the mayor’s housing plan 

Housing for a Resilient New Orleans sets a goal of 7,500 affordable housing units preserved or 

created by 2021. Baton Rouge is developing plans to address the severe flooding from last year. 

Community leaders from Shreveport and Bossier City are convening with HUD to assess housing 

and community needs and build consensus around solutions. Monroe is embarking upon an 
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ambitions “Fight the Blight” initiative to combat deteriorating neighborhoods. Lake Charles will 

soon unveil a newly-created housing plan to meet urgent housing needs resulting from its recent 

surge in economic activity.   

 

City and community leaders in these urban areas are actively engaged in combatting growing 

unaffordability in their cities, particularly for renters. However, their actions, plans, and goals will 

be undercut without the ability to develop quality multifamily rental housing, and the only 

significant funding source for affordable multifamily housing is the LIHTC program.  

 

If LHC wants to ensure projects are awarded to rural areas, a set-aside for rural area projects will 

be sufficient. We recommend that the rural pool be 15% or 20% of the total allocation. The QAP 

should not have both a rural pool AND award an extra ten points for rural area projects. The ten 

points gives rural projects a significant advantage over urban projects in the other pools. This 

advantage is unnecessary when the rural pool will guarantee a minimum level of funding is 

reserved for rural area projects. We recommend that the 10 points for rural area projects be 

removed.  

 

The Maximum Average Total Development Cost Per Unit should be increased 

Again, we ask that LHC raise the Maximum Average Total Development Cost Per Unit, or at least 

modify cost limitations to account for the differences in costs across the state. The LHC, along 

with cities and parishes across the state, are placing an emphasis on connecting housing to 

opportunity by locating housing development in areas with access to jobs, health care, and transit. 

In high opportunity areas, this can be challenging, as it is more costly to develop in those areas 

than lower opportunity areas. Raising the cap on Total Development Costs would account for 

higher land and construction costs in high-cost areas, and allow more low income residents to 

access opportunity.  

 

The Maximum Average Total Development Cost Per Unit has not been changed since 2011. 

Needless to say, costs have risen across the board since that time. Higher caps can be based off 

increases in construction costs as indicated by data from a number of sources, including U.S. 

Census Bureau, U.S. Department of Labor, and industry sources such as RSMeans. In lieu of 

raising the Total Development Cost cap, LHC could consider a limit on hard costs only, as the cost 

of land can vary significantly across the state, and put areas where land is more expensive at a 

substantial disadvantage.  

 

For future consideration, we recommend LHC evaluate cost containment techniques other than a 

hard cost cap. Enterprise studied QAPs from allocating agencies around the country and assembled 

a guide to best practices in its report, “Giving Due Credit: Balancing Priorities in State Low-

Income Housing Tax Credit Allocation Policies” (the report can be found at  

http://www.enterprisecommunity.org/resources/giving-due-credit-balancing-priorities-state-low-

income-housing-tax-credit-allocation). The report analyzes policies allocating agencies are using 

to balance quality and cost containment. Enterprise found that some of the most effective policies 

are flexible cost containment measures that account for differences in developments and consider 

upfront and ongoing costs. Another effective policy is setting cost caps high enough to allow more 

expensive developments, while also awarding developments that are more cost-efficient. 

http://www.enterprisecommunity.org/resources/giving-due-credit-balancing-priorities-state-low-income-housing-tax-credit-allocation
http://www.enterprisecommunity.org/resources/giving-due-credit-balancing-priorities-state-low-income-housing-tax-credit-allocation
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As mentioned previously, LHC is to be commended for its extensive public outreach during the 

development and finalization of the 2017 QAP. The issue that was raised more than any other 

during the public hearings was the need to raise the cost caps. We respectfully request that LHC 

and the Board consider these widespread concerns and raise the Maximum Average Total 

Development Cost Per Unit to account for the cost inflation that has taken place since 2011.  

 

Enterprise Green Communities Certification 

We appreciate LHC including Enterprise Green Communities Criteria in the QAP. The QAP 

references the 2011 Criteria which is not the most recent version and cannot currently be certified. 

We recommend deleting “under the 2011 Criteria” from Section 2 on the top of p. A-12 to avoid 

confusion. Also, Enterprise Green Communities has a new website that should replace the website 

cited in the QAP - http://www.enterprisecommunity.org/solutions-and-innovation/green-
communities/criteria-and-certification. 

 

Once again, thank you for the opportunity to provide recommendations for the 2017 QAP. Please 

do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions.   

 

 

Sincerely, 

 
John Sullivan 

Senior Director for State and Local Policy, Gulf Coast 

http://www.enterprisecommunity.org/solutions-and-innovation/green-communities/criteria-and-certification
http://www.enterprisecommunity.org/solutions-and-innovation/green-communities/criteria-and-certification
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 April 5, 2017 

 

 Ms. Marjorianna Willman 

 Louisiana Housing Corporation 

2415 Quail Drive 

Baton Rouge, LA 70808 

  

  

Dear Ms. Willman, 

  

Thank you very much for considering the following comments to the 2017 Qualified Allocation 

Plan. Though the value of tax credits is decreasing in the current political climate, we hope 

that overall allocations are increased under the proposed Affordable Housing Credit 

Improvement Act, which we support. Please see our comments to the QAP as follows: 

 

1) Point preference should be removed for rural projects areas.  The QAP gives an 

unnecessary priority to rural area projects. We appreciate LHC’s concern that projects be 

awarded to rural parts of the state in addition to the state’s urban centers. We believe, 

however, that the combination of the ten points awarded to rural area projects and the rural 

pool will unfairly discriminate against projects aimed to meet critical housing needs in New 

Orleans and other urban parts of the state. HousingNOLA’s 10-year housing plan projects that 

the city needs 16,580 affordable housing units by 2025 to meet housing demand. The mayor’s 

housing plan, Housing for a Resilient New Orleans, aims to build or preserve 7,500 affordable 

housing units by 2021. Creating new affordable rental housing is critical to addressing the 

city’s problems with rising rents and achieving the unit goals in both of these plans. 

 

The creation of the rural pool is sufficient to guarantee that a minimum amount of funding is 

awarded to rural areas. Furthermore, there is a stronger CRA-driven demand for tax credit 

investment opportunities in urban areas. HOME funds are perhaps a more appropriate funding 

solution for rural markets, where construction costs are likely lower and funding stretches 

further. We recommend removing the point preference for rural area projects so that urban 

area projects are on a level playing field in the general pool. 

 

2) Affordable housing should be further incentivized through point allocation. The Extended 

Affordability Period in Selection Criteria 3A should be increased by 10 years per period, and 

there should be a corresponding increase in point allocation for projects that commit to greater 

periods of affordability. Currently only maximum of 4 points available. The strength of the point 

incentive is weak as it amounts to less than 5% of the total available points. A strong point 

incentive would be greater than 10% of available points if developer agrees to extended 

affordability period. Expirations of affordability continue to exacerbate New Orleans’ 

affordability crisis, and the LHC should strongly incentivize longer periods.  

http://www.gnoha.org/
http://www.facebook.com/gnoha
http://www.twitter.com/gnoha
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3) Early termination of Restrictive Covenants/Extended Affordability Periods should be penalized.  With the great need 

for affordable housing in all parts of the state, LHC should take further action through the QAP to discourage and 

penalize early terminations. As affordability restrictions on subsidized units begin to sunset since the initial 1986 

introduction of the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit, thousands of affordable units are estimated to be lost in the 

state.1 In New Orleans alone, the Mayor’s Resilient Housing Report estimates that 1,200 federal subsidies that 

ensure affordable rents will expire by 2021 and nearly 4,900 (or 75 percent) will expire by 2031.2 Discouraging early 

terminations of affordability periods is consistent with LHC’s dual purpose of financing quality affordable housing 

development and monitoring compliance to ensure that the public investment in affordable units is protected. The 

following comments and suggested revisions to the 2017 QAP would allow LHC to exercise greater control in 

preventing future early terminations in Louisiana: 

a. Reject applicants with a history of early termination 

As a result of growing concern over early terminations, Housing Finance Agencies in Michigan, Ohio, 

Maryland, and Pennsylvania have added more protections to preserve affordable housing in their 

QAPs.3 The following amendment to the Pennsylvania QAP could be incorporated into the LHC’s draft 

QAP: “The Agency may reject an Application from any Applicant (or related entity) who participates in a 

transaction or program to achieve early termination of a Restrictive Covenant Agreement as 

determined by the Agency in its sole discretion." 

b. Require waiver of Qualified Contract option as permitted in Internal Revenue Code. 

This is currently an option when the developer elects an Extended Affordability Period in the Draft 2017 

QAP. Requiring the waiver would prevent a premature termination of the extended affordability period 

and is being done in some states already. 4 Alternatively, LHC could provide an overall point incentive 

for agreeing to waive Qualified Contract rights. Several states including Arizona, Iowa, and Colorado 

have taken this approach.5 

 

4) Per unit TDC caps and overall project limits should be raised. These caps do not reflect the reality of construction 

costs today, particularly in urban areas. The high costs of property and construction make remaining under these 

caps attainable only to projects with significant scale, and/or forces developers to make comprises on developable 

sites, building quality, energy efficiency measures, providing reasonable amenities, and/or unit sizes. The LHC can 

address this issue while still maintaining appropriate cost containment by: 1) raising the caps to a higher level 

based on quantitative data from diverse markets across the state; or 2) setting different caps for urban MSAs vs. 

rural areas.  

 

5) Add energy benchmarking to annual compliance. To encourage green development and amass important data, 

energy benchmarking (which is an existing HUD initiative) should be added as an element of annual compliance. All 

buildings receiving LIHTC should report on utility usage of a percentage of units, which will help target 

underperforming units and improve usage over time.  

                                                                 
1 http://www.theadvocate.com/new_orleans/news/business/article_21c1feb0-c718-11e6-b532-ff59a1116f1f.html  
2 http://www.nola.gov/home/buttons/resilient-housing/  
3 http://nhlp.org/files/Memo%20NCSHA%20(final).pdf  
4 Id. at 3-4. 
5 Id. at 4. 

http://www.theadvocate.com/new_orleans/news/business/article_21c1feb0-c718-11e6-b532-ff59a1116f1f.html
http://www.nola.gov/home/buttons/resilient-housing/
http://nhlp.org/files/Memo%20NCSHA%20(final).pdf
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6) TDC cost cap should be added for Green certification. As the definition of “Green” will now require certification 

beyond the LHC standards, a cost cap should be added to cover the cost of certification. Also, Green Building 

Criteria section 2 currently lists Enterprise Green Communities Certification under “2011 Certification”. We asked 

that “2011” be removed as this certification is out-of-date and no longer available.  

 

7) We also request clarification on the language in the following paragraph:  

Additional Consideration for:  

• Projects located outside of QCTs that were designated as QCT within the last two years. 

• Projects located in 2016 declared disaster parishes 

• Rural preservation projects 

• Please clarify exactly what “Additional Consideration” entails.  

 

Thank you for your consideration, and please contact us with any questions. If you have any questions, please feel free to 

reach out to me at 504.224.8301 or amorris@gnoha.org. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Andreanecia Morris 

President/Chair, Greater New Orleans Housing Alliance   

 

       

 

 

 

 

mailto:amorris@gnoha.org
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From: Evan Holladay [mailto:eholladay@ldgdevelopment.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 01, 2017 9:29 AM
To: Marjorianna Willman
Cc: Robert McNeese; Louis Russell; Bradley Sweazy; Keith Cunningham; Nick Chitwood; Gordon King;
Landon Cox
Subject: LHC 2017 QAP Comments
 
Hey Marjorianna,
 
Please see below for our comments regarding the 2017 QAP. We really appreciate all that you and
LHC do to further affordable housing in Louisiana.
 

·         Allow Public Trusts and Finance Authorities at City and Parish level to issue tax exempt
bonds in conjunction with LHC issued 4% tax credits, if the Public Trust helps finance the
affordable housing (PILOT or other financing structure) and there is extreme need for
affordable housing in the Metro area.

·         Allow for separate Utility Allowances for developments that are built new construction and
built to Energy Star standards. This is currently done in Tennessee with THDA, and this
allows for a lower (and more realistic) Utility Allowance for Energy Star developments. THDA
also keeps a catalog of all Utility Allowances for the whole state on their website that is
updated annually. This is very helpful to developers and community members who need
access to this information. See link to THDA Utility Allowance
page: https://thda.org/business-partners/utility-allowances

·         Raise the per unit construction cost maximums because of increases in construction costs
and land costs that are outside of developer’s control and seen across all parts of real estate
industry. There has also been many waiver requests to go above the per unit construction
cost maximums that show the need to raise the max. I.e. $170,000 per unit max for garden-
style construction and $195,000 per unit max for 4 story, interior corridor style construction.

·         Give priority in scoring to flooded parishes, also targeting even more specifically Census
Tracts and Zip Codes that were flooded and in need of new construction apartment
communities. I.e. 20 points for specific census tracts that flooded.

·         Give priority in scoring to urban metro areas that allow for residents to live close to
amenities, public transit, health care, schools and jobs.

·         For 4% Tax Credit/Bond with HOME Fund NOFAs:
·         Give significant weight to applications that have the lowest HOME funds per unit of

affordable housing created. I.e. 20 points given to application using $15,000 per unit or less
in HOME funds.

·         Give weight to applications that have permit ready developments, those that are ready to
close as soon as HOME funding award is in place.

mailto:/O=LAMAIL/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MARJORIANNA WILLMAN7A5
mailto:mwillman@lhc.la.gov
https://thda.org/business-partners/utility-allowances



·         Have a “Challenge Period” for the HOME Fund NOFAs, same as the 9% Tax Credit
Application Round. There has historically been no time at all to make challenges to NOFA
awards, they awards are made and approved at the same board meeting. 

 
 
Thank you again and have a great day,
 
 
Evan Holladay
Development Manager
 
LDG Development, LLC
1469 S. 4th Street
Louisville, KY 40208
Cell: 859-307-8652
Office: 502-638-0534 ext. 229
Fax: 502-638-9197
http://ldgdevelopment.com
 
 

http://ldgdevelopment.com/index.php


 
 
 
 
 
March 29, 2017 
 
 
Marjorianna Willman  
Louisiana Housing Corporation  
2415 Quail Drive  
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70808  
 
      Re: Louisiana 2017 Qualified Allocation Plan  
 

Dear Ms. Willman,  

The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) appreciates the opportunity to provide these comments 

to the Louisiana Housing Corporation on the 2017 Qualified Allocation Plan (QAP).  

NRDC, the National Housing Trust, and several partner organization located in Louisiana have been 

working together since 2015 on an initiative to increase the amount and effectiveness of energy 

efficiency and water efficiency investments in affordable multifamily housing. Making housing more 

energy and water efficient lowers the cost and improves the quality of housing for residents, and it 

improves the utility system, all of which benefits the entire community and the state.   

We appreciate the improvement in green building selection criteria in the 2017 draft QAP, specifically 

the requirement that a qualified green building professional verify that projects have met LEED, 

Enterprise Green Communities, the National Green Building Standard, or EarthCraft criteria and that 

documentation is required.  

As you continue to develop the 2017 QAP, we encourage you to consider the following factors, which 

will further improve the energy and water efficiency of affordable housing in Louisiana:  

1. Update the definition of “green building” to reference 2015 Enterprise Green Communities Criteria 

(GCP).  LHC’s current definition of “green building” references the now-expired 2011 Enterprise Green 

Communities Criteria. We recommend LHC update the definition of “green building” to reference the 

currently-effective 2015 version of the criteria.  

Strategies for cost-effective energy and water conservation continually evolve. Enterprise Strategies for 

cost-effective energy and water conservation continually evolve. Enterprise regulary updates the GCP 

criteria based on results from projects, feedback from affordable housing developers, and leading 

experts in green building. As of October 7, 2015, all project teams seeking certification for GCP are 

required to use the 2015 Enterprise Green Communities criteria. 7902 
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2. Require that rehabilitation projects meet minimum energy efficiency requirements to the extent 

possible.  LHC currently does not require rehabilitation projects to meet minimum energy efficiency 

requirements. This should be corrected. Rather than exempting rehabilitation projects from minimum 

energy efficiency requirements, LHC should adopt minimum energy efficiency requirements that are 

tailored to and appropriate for rehabilitation projects. Consider that many other states encourag and in 

some cases require rehabilitation projects to meet minimum energy efficiency requirements. For 

example:  

 The North Carolina Housing Finance Agency requires developers of rehabilitation projects to 

improve energy efficiency by replacing inefficient doors and windows, adding additional 

insulation in attics, and upgrading the efficiency of mechanical systems and appliances. 

Adaptive re-use and rehabilitation projects must also comply with the requirements of ENERGY 

STAR 2.0, to the extent doing so is economically feasible.  

 

 The Florida Housing Finance Corporation requires new construction, redevelopment or 

acquisition and redevelopment projects to achieve certification through LEED, the Florida Green 

Building Coalition, or the National Green Building Standard. Rehabilitation projects are required 

to select at least 10 green building features to incorporate into the project’s scope including low 

or no-VOC paint and finishes, Energy Star roofing materials, Eco-friendly cabinets and flooring, 

and low-flow water fixtures.  

3. Require an energy consultation or audit as a condition of eligibility for Housing Credits for 

rehabilitation projects. An audit can reveal many repairs and improvements that are cost effective – 

meaning they will reduce energy expenses in an amount greater than the cost. While we appreciate that 

LHC encourages single-family projects to conduct an energy audit, we encourage LHC to require 

multifamily rehabilitation project teams to consult an energy efficiency professional or complete an 

energy audit to identify and consider all cost-effective energy savings opportunities to be included in the 

property’s rehabilitation scope. This approach has been taken in several states, including:  

 The Missouri Housing Development Commission requires multifamily rehabilitation projects 

over 12-units seek an energy audit to help owners identify and consider all cost-effective energy 

savings improvements that could be incorporated into the property’s rehabilitation scope.  

 

  The Kansas Housing Resources Corporation requires an energy audit be conducted by a pre-

approved home energy rater prior to the preparation of the final work rehabilitation order. 

 

 The Georgia Department of Community Affairs requires rehabilitation projects to conduct 

energy audit to identify energy conservation measures that would result in an overall energy 

savings of 20% or greater over pre-retrofit levels or have a Savings to Investment Ratio (SIR) of 

2.0 or greater.  
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4. LHC should coordinate with Louisiana utilities with programs to support efficiency investments in 

affordable housing. Many Louisiana utilities operate programs to help owners of single and multifamily 

housing invest in efficiency repairs and improvements. We strongly encourage LHC to collaborate with 

utility companies to assure alignment that will help affordable housing owners access energy efficiency 

programs and incentives and to assure programs are accessible to LHC-supported properties.  Utilities 

often lack the capacity or expertise to effectively reach the community of affordable housing owners 

and developers.  

Note that Entergy Louisiana, Entergy New Orleans, Cleco and Swepco offer utility incentives to support 

and reduce the cost of energy efficiency improvements. Entergy New Orleans offers incentives for 

certain energy efficiency projects through the Energy Smart program. We understand that the Energy 

Smart program is preparing to launch an energy efficiency program targeted to low-income multifamily 

buildings. LHC is well-positioned to help ENO and all utilities to reach LHC-supported housing. 

State housing finance agencies across the country are increasingly working with utility companies to 

improve energy efficiency programs and help owners access utility-sponsored energy efficiency 

resources. For example: 

 Minnesota Housing requires developments seeking Housing Credits to submit an Energy Rebate 

Analysis with their application, detailing a list of utility-sponsored, local, regional, or federal 

energy efficiency rebate programs for which the property is eligible.  

 

 The Maryland Department of Housing and Community Development provides financial 

assistance to owners through the Multifamily Energy Efficiency and Housing Affordability 

program which is funded by the state’s investor-owned utilities.  

 

  The Connecticut Housing Finance Agency requires applicants to submit an Energy Conservation 

Plan that includes information regarding the applicant’s efforts to pursue other energy 

efficiency-related funding opportunities including utility-sponsored incentive commitments. 

5. Require WaterSense plumbing products and Energy Star qualified clothes washers.  A recent report 
by Fannie Mae examined utility usage in multifamily housing and found that the least efficient 
properties use over six times as much water per unit (or per square foot) as the most efficient 
properties.  This is twice the variation seen in energy consumption across the same properties.1  The 
opportunities for water efficiency improvements, and associated savings in water and wastewater 
charges, are substantial.  Whether utility charges are paid directly by occupants, or as is more common, 
paid by the building owner, improving water efficiency is a key strategy for preserving housing 
affordability. 
 
We recommend LHC consider two improvements related water efficiency.  First, LHC should consider 
requiring WaterSense-labeled showerheads, lavatory faucets, and toilets, to avoid unnecessary water 

                                                           
1
 Fannie Mae, “Transforming Multifamily Housing: Fannie Mae’s Green Initiative and ENERGY STAR® for 

Multifamily”. Sept. 2014. p.5. 
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consumption and its associated utility costs. WaterSense-labeled plumbing products achieve water 
savings while being no more expensive to purchase and install than less efficient products.2   
 
Second, we support LHC’s requirement that new construction projects install Energy Star qualified 
clothes washers. We recommend LHC clarify whether this language applies to both in-unit and common 
area laundry rooms. We also encourage LHC to extend this requirement to rehabilitation projects. 
Clothes washing is responsible for about 20% of all indoor residential water use, and a new Energy Star 
washer can cut water use in half compared to the most common types of washers in use today.  Energy 
Star criteria apply to both water and energy consumption, so all qualified products will be very water-
efficient.  They are available in a variety of formats, including ADA compliant units. 
 
The Natural Resources Defense Council very much appreciates the Louisiana Housing Corporation 
provding this opportunity to offer our recommendations.  Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can 
offer any more information for answer any questions about these comments.  You can reach me at 
phenderson@NRDC.ORG and 202-289-6868. 
 
 

Respectfully submitted,  

 

 
Philip Henderson 
Natural Resources Defense Council  
 

                                                           
2
 See, for example, California Energy Commission, "Staff Analysis of Lavatory Faucet Appliance Standards," Docket 

Number 15-AAER-05, p. 5, July 24, 2015, http://docketpublic.energy.ca.gov/PublicDocuments/15-AAER-
05/TN205513_20150724T152718_Staff_Analysis_of_Lavatory_Faucet_Appliance_Standards.pdf.  The commission 
"concluded that there was no incremental cost between a 1.5 GPM faucet and a 2.2 GPM faucet, based on studies 
conducted by the investor-owned utilities and verification through a retail price search showing no premium for 
the more efficient products" (p. 6).  The commission reached a similar conclusion regarding showerheads during a 
separate rulemaking later in 2015.  Different models of pluming products may vary widely in price, but these 
differences are attributable to style, finish, material, and features unrelated to flush volume or flow rate.   

mailto:phenderson@NRDC.ORG
http://docketpublic.energy.ca.gov/PublicDocuments/15-AAER-05/TN205513_20150724T152718_Staff_Analysis_of_Lavatory_Faucet_Appliance_Standards.pdf
http://docketpublic.energy.ca.gov/PublicDocuments/15-AAER-05/TN205513_20150724T152718_Staff_Analysis_of_Lavatory_Faucet_Appliance_Standards.pdf
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August 15, 2016 
 
Marjorianna Willman 
Louisiana Housing Corporation 
2415 Quail Drive 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70808 
 
Re:  Louisiana Pre Draft 2017 Qualified Allocation Plan  
 
Dear Ms. Evans:  
 
The National Housing Trust is a national nonprofit organization formed to preserve and 
revitalize affordable homes to better the quality of life for the families and elderly who live there.  
The National Housing Trust engages in housing preservation through real estate development, 
lending and public policy.  Over the past decade, NHT and our affiliate, NHT-Enterprise 
Preservation Corporation, have preserved more than 25,000 affordable apartments in all types 
of communities, leveraging more than $1 billion in financing.   

We are committed to this work because saving affordable housing is the essential first step in 
addressing our nation’s housing dilemma. Preservation is integral to building and 
maintaining sustainable, economically vibrant and healthy communities.  

We appreciate the opportunity to submit comments as Louisiana prepares to draft the 2017 Low 
Income Housing Tax Credit Qualified Allocation Plan (QAP). The Trust fully acknowledges and 
appreciates the entire set of preservation policies and programs established by the LHC, and the 
comments below refer directly and specifically to 2016 QAP as it relates to the Low Income 
Housing Tax Credit (Housing Credit) program.  With that in mind, we would like to offer 
comments on several aspects of the QAP specifically relating to the preservation and increased 
energy efficiency of existing low income housing and energy efficiency implementation:  

 Preservation 

o Maintain Points Awarded to Preservation Projects and Consider NOT 
Deducting Points from Existing Affordable Housing Projects Based on Location. 

o Create a Pool for Preservation. 

o Balance Incentives for Investing in Areas of High Opportunity and Preserving 
Existing Housing in Low-Income Neighborhoods. 
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 Energy Efficiency 

o Require third-party documentation from a qualified green professional to 
verify that developers have successfully completed the requirements of a green 
certification program. 

o Require that rehabilitation projects adhere to minimum energy efficiency 
requirements to the extent possible. 

o Require an energy consultation or audit as a condition of eligibility for 
Housing Credits for rehabilitation projects.  

o Adopt points to encourage performance-based energy savings in rehabilitation 
projects that seek an allocation of Housing Credits.   

o Consider requirements or incentives that reward projects that commit to 
benchmarking the energy use of the property for the life of the applicable 
Housing Credits and report to LHC. 

o Coordinate with Louisiana utilities, which have programs to support efficiency 
investments in affordable housing. 

Preservation 

Maintain Points Awarded to Preservation Projects and Consider NOT Deducting Points from 
Existing Affordable Housing Projects Based on Location. Louisiana has an impressive track 
record regarding preservation efforts using Housing Credits. Preservation is integral to building 
and maintaining sustainable, economically vibrant and healthy communities. Louisiana’s 
preservation points demonstrate a commitment to preservation that helps meet the needs of 
Louisiana’s low-income households.  We especially support LHC’s efforts to preserve housing for 
low-income individuals and families through points awarded to projects with federal rental 
assistance. The Trust encourages Louisiana Housing to maintain its points for the 
preservation and rehabilitation of existing multifamily rental housing in the 2017 QAP.  

Within the scoring criteria the Trust would like to point out one are that may negatively impact 
preservation. Within Section IV of the 2016 QAP, there is a Points Deduction category that lists 
bars, lounges, liquor stores etc., as incompatible uses if located within a ½ mile of the project site. 
Unlike developers of new construction projects, developers preserving existing affordable 
housing do not have the luxury of choosing an ideal site or what businesses surround it. The 
rational for deducting these points is certainly reasonable for new construction developers who 
can choose where build; however the Trust would urge LHC to promote the preservation of 
existing affordable housing by not deducting points based on a preservation project’s 
location. 

Create a Pool for Preservation. Over the last decade, more than 15% of our affordable housing 
nationwide has been lost to market-rate conversion, deterioration, and demolition. By 
prioritizing preservation, Louisiana’s QAP can provide the incentives necessary to prevent the 
loss of this indispensable affordable housing.  Property owners, nonprofit organizations, 
developers, and local governments depend on state housing finance agencies to provide the 
financial and technical assistance necessary to preserve affordable housing for future 
generations, and creating a preservation pool would allow an equitable, fair way to compare 
similar types of applications.  
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We support LHC’s efforts to encourage preservation by awarding points to existing USDA, HUD 
Section 8, and PHA Program proposals in the scoring criteria, but more can be done to advance 
preservation. Preserving and rehabilitating existing housing has proven to be a cost-effective 
method to provide rental housing to low-income families and seniors.  From 2010-2014, the 
average preservation project required 46% less Housing Credit equity per unit than a new 
construction project.  In addition, preservation prolongs federal investment in affordable 
housing properties. Recognizing this, several states in your region have extended their 
commitment to preservation by setting aside competitive Housing Credits for projects that 
prevent the loss of existing affordable housing. Both Texas and Florida currently set aside 15% of 
their Housing Credit allocations specifically for preservation, while Tennessee sets aside 22.5% 
of their total Housing Credit allocation for preservation and rehabilitation.  The creation of a 
preservation pool allows preservation proposals to compete only against other preservation 
projects and would demonstrate a commitment to preserving housing that helps meet the needs 
of Louisiana’s elderly, disabled, and low-income households.  We urge LHC to create a Housing 
Credit pool for proposals involving the preservation and rehabilitation of existing 
multifamily rental housing in the 2017 QAP. 
 
Balance Incentives for Investing in Areas of High Opportunity and Preserving Existing 
Housing in Low-Income Neighborhoods. The Supreme Court’s recent ruling in “Texas 
Department of Housing and Community Affairs v. Inclusive Communities Project” has affirmed 
the importance of “two reasonable approaches a housing authority should follow in the sound 
exercise of its discretion in allocating Housing Credits for low-income housing.”  These 
approaches include investing housing credits in areas of high opportunity and using them to 
preserve existing affordable housing in low-income neighborhoods.  As Justice Kennedy wrote in 
the Opinion of the Court, “The Fair Housing Act (FHA) does not decree a particular vision of 
urban development; and it does not put housing authorities and private developers in a double 
bind of liability, subject to suit whether they choose to rejuvenate a city core or to promote new 
low-income housing in suburban communities.” 
 
As you continue to develop language considering fair housing issues in Louisiana, we encourage 
you to maintain a balance between incentives for projects in areas of high opportunity and those 
that preserve existing housing in low-income communities. Within Louisiana’s 2016 QAP there 
are incentive points for housing projects that restrict the amount of low income housing in 
projects and promote projects located in areas of high opportunity. It is important that LHC 
continue striving to promote access to high opportunity communities AND ensure that 
residents who choose to remain in neighborhoods currently experiencing distress and 
concentrated poverty have access to housing resources and investments that improve 
their housing. A truly balanced approach would match such incentives with consideration of 
preservation in low-income communities. For example, both Ohio and Mississippi exempt 
preservation projects from some or all of their opportunity housing incentives. This incentivizes 
housing in geographic areas with strong schools or job markets, while not putting the 
preservation of existing housing at a disadvantage. We urge you to balance incentives for 
investing in areas of high opportunity and preserving housing in existing communities in a way 
that makes sense for Louisiana.  
 

Energy Efficiency 

Utility costs are typically the highest controllable operating expense in multifamily housing. 
Reducing energy consumption can significantly impact an owner’s net operating income. This is 
especially important in affordable housing since such properties tend to have smaller capital 
reserves than market rate multifamily housing. Counteracting rising energy costs may stabilize 
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or increase property cash flow and may reduce loan default risk, thereby preserving affordable 
housing. 
 
LHC should require third-party documentation from a qualified green professional to verify 
that developers have successfully completed the requirements of a green certification 
program. We applaud LHC for providing points to developers for meeting the green building 
requirements of LEED, Green Communities, or the National Green Building Standard. However, 
we recommend that LHC require documentation from a qualified green building professional at 
the time of project completion to verify that the project has met the requirements of these 
programs. A number of states require such verification to ensure that projects are in full 
compliance with the QAP. 
 

 The Virginia Housing Development Authority (VHDA) awards points to projects that 
achieve EarthCraft certification. To be eligible for these points, the applicant is required 
to (i) consult with an EarthCraft representative prior to application, (ii) meet with an 
EarthCraft representative during development planning, (iii) use energy modeling for 
projections and (iv) accommodate on-site inspections deemed necessary by an 
EarthCraft representative. VHDA also requires the applicant to submit documentation 
signed by EarthCraft with the Architect’s Certification. 
 

 The Georgia Department of Community Affairs (DCA) requires certification of the 
project’s compliance with a sustainable program that is utilized to claim points to be 
submitted at the time of Georgia Housing Credit final certification. Failure to complete 
the certification will result in a finding of noncompliance and limited participation in 
further rounds. For LEED certification, the applicant must submit documentation from a 
LEED AP consultant. 

 
 The North Carolina Housing Finance Agency requires new construction projects to 

meet the standards and requirements of ENERGY STAR 2.0 as verified by an 
independent, third-party expert who assists with project design, verifies construction 
quality, and tests completed units. 

 
 The Indiana Housing and Community Development Authority (IHDA) requires 

applicants seeking points for achieving Enterprise Green Communities’ certification to 
include a Green Professional on the project design team (but a separate person from the 
project architect or engineer) and that person must sign off on all building certifications 
that are committed to in the application. 

 
 The New Mexico Mortgage Finance Authority also requires evidence that a green 

professional is part of project development team and documentation that verifies that 
the project has met Enterprise Green Communities criteria.  

 
 Require that rehabilitation projects adhere to minimum energy efficiency requirements to 
the extent possible. Rather than exempting rehabilitation projects from adhering to minimum 
energy efficiency requirements, LHC should adopt minimum energy efficiency requirements that 
are tailored to and appropriate for rehabilitation projects. Consider that many other states are 
increasingly encouraging, and in some cases, requiring rehabilitation projects to meet minimum 
energy efficiency requirements. For example:  
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 The North Carolina Housing Finance Agency (NHFA) requires developers of 
rehabilitation projects to improve energy efficiency by replacing inefficient doors and 
windows, adding additional insulation in attics, and upgrading the efficiency of 
mechanical systems and appliances. Adaptive re-use and rehabilitation projects must 
also comply with the requirements of ENERGY STAR 2.0 to the extent doing so is 
economically feasible.  

 
 The Florida Housing Finance Corporation requires new construction projects to 

include certain green building features including low or no-VOC paint and finishes, 
Energy Star appliances, and low-flow water fixtures. Rehabilitation projects are 
required to include as many of the required green building features as are structurally 
and financially feasible within the scope of the rehabilitation work.  

 
 Georgia’s Department of Community Affairs requires both new construction and 

rehabilitation projects to achieve a minimum standard for energy efficiency and 
sustainable building practices, including requirements for bathroom fans, lighting, 
plumbing fixtures, finishes, water heaters and appliances.    

 
Require an energy consultation or audit as a condition of eligibility for Housing Credits for 
rehabilitation projects. An audit can reveal many repairs and improvements that are cost-
effective – meaning they will reduce energy expenses in an amount greater than the cost. The 
development team should be required to consult an energy efficiency professional or complete 
an energy audit in order to identify and consider all cost-effective energy savings opportunities 
to be included in the property’s rehabilitation scope. This approach has been taken in several 
states, including:  
 

 The Missouri Housing Development Commission requires multifamily rehabilitation 
projects over 12-units seek an energy audit to help owners identify and consider all 
cost-effective energy savings improvements that could be incorporated into the 
property’s rehabilitation scope.  
 

 The Kansas Housing Resources Corporation requires an energy audit be conducted 
by a pre-approved home energy rater prior to the preparation of the final work 
rehabilitation order.  
 

 The Maryland Department of Housing and Community Development requires an 
energy audit to identify energy conservation measures and requires all measures with a 
Savings to Investment Ratio of 2.0 or greater, or those measures that will result in an 
overall energy savings of 15% or greater over pre-retrofit levels, to be included in the 
project scope.  

 
 Adopt points to encourage performance-based energy savings in rehabilitation projects 
that seek an allocation of Housing Credits.  In order to encourage comprehensive retrofits, LHC 
should consider incentives for applicants that demonstrate that they will achieve a certain level 
of energy savings above a pre-retrofit baseline. This will encourage developers to combine 
technologies and optimize the performance of the building as a whole.  For example: 
 

 The Maryland Department of Housing and Community Development requires an 
energy audit and requires all energy conservation measures with a Savings to Investment 
Ratio of 2.0 or greater to be included in the project scope. In addition, DHCD awards 
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additional points to rehabilitation projects that will result in an overall energy savings of 
20-30% greater than pre-retrofit levels. 

 
 The California Tax Credit Allocation Committee awards points to rehabilitation 

projects that improve energy efficiency over the current usage based on the following 
scale: 10 points – 30% improvement over current; 7 points – 25% improvement over 
current; 5 points – 20% improvement over current; or 3 points – 15% improvement over 
current. 

 
Consider requirements or incentives that reward projects that commit to benchmarking the 
energy use of the property for the life of the applicable Housing Credits and report to LHC. 
Energy is often the highest variable operating cost in affordable housing, materially affecting 
both owners and residents. Benchmarking the energy performance of buildings helps the owner 
to obtain a read on the relative performance of the building and to track performance.  Moreover, 
a requirement to report benchmarking results to LHC allows LHC to track energy efficiency 
investments to see if measures have realized their expected energy savings, identify energy 
efficiency improvements, and make adjustments to its energy efficiency policies in the future.  
 
Benchmarking results help owners (and LHC) make the business case for improving the energy 
efficiency and sustainability of the housing in which LHC invests, by loans, operating 
adjustments, or via the allocation of equity.  
 
These properties need to stand the test of time. That means the properties must, on a continuous 
basis, meet debt service, reserves and other essential expenses. Adding incentives for 
benchmarking can help ensure cost-effective energy savings and maintain LHC’s interest and its 
own investments. Consider, for example: 
 

 The New Jersey Housing and Mortgage Finance Authority awards additional points in 
its QAP to developers who commit to participate in its benchmarking initiative. 
Developers are eligible to receive the points if they submit a signed energy benchmarking 
utility release form for all common meters (gas, oil, and electric, etc.), provide certain 
project data (square footage per building, mechanical systems installed, etc.), and signed 
energy benchmarking utility release forms for a minimum of 75% of tenants.  
 

 The Michigan State Housing Development Authority has launched a utility tracking 
pilot to monitor electricity use in 72 developments. The pilot uses online benchmarking 
software to track both site and tenant-paid utilities to identify opportunities to lower 
operating expenses. In addition, owners are motivated to participate because the 
software is being used to accurately and automatically calculate the developments’ utility 
allowances based on actual consumption data, greatly reducing owner administrative 
costs to perform these calculations.  

 
LHC should coordinate with Louisiana utilities, which have programs to support efficiency 
investments in affordable housing. We strongly encourage LHC to begin and to maintain 
regular collaboration with utility companies in the state to help affordable housing owner’s 
access energy efficiency programs and incentives and to assure programs are accessible to LHC-
supported properties. Many utilities have efficiency programs designed to help owners invest in 
efficiency repairs and improvements, yet they often lack the capacity or expertise to effectively 
reach the community of affordable housing owners and developers.  
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Entergy, Cleco and Swepco offer utility incentives for energy efficiency improvements 
throughout the state of Louisiana. In New Orleans, Entergy offers incentives for energy efficiency 
upgrades through the Energy Smart program. The Energy Smart program will soon launch an 
energy efficiency program targeted to low-income multifamily buildings. LHC is well-positioned 
to help Louisiana to improve how their programs reach LHC-supported housing, and state 
housing finance agencies across the country are increasingly working with utility companies to 
improve energy efficiency programs and help owners access utility-sponsored energy efficiency 
resources. For example,  
 

 Minnesota Housing requires developments seeking Housing Credits to submit an Energy 
Rebate Analysis with their application, detailing a list of utility-sponsored, local, regional, 
or federal energy efficiency rebate programs for which the property is eligible.  
 

 The Maryland Department of Housing and Community Development is providing 
financial assistance to owners through the Multifamily Energy Efficiency and Housing 
Affordability program which is funded by the state’s investor-owned utilities. 

 
 The Wisconsin Housing and Economic Development Authority awards points to 

developers who participate in a Focus on Energy Consultation to review the proposed 
development for possible energy savings and incentives. Focus on Energy is Wisconsin 
utilities’ energy efficiency and renewable resource program.  

 
 The Connecticut Housing Finance Agency requires applicants to submit an Energy 

Conservation Plan that includes information regarding the applicant’s efforts to pursue 
other energy efficiency-related funding opportunities including utility-sponsored 
incentive commitments. 

 
Conclusion 
As you consider these recommendations, you can explore how other states are approaching each 
of these issues in their Qualified Allocation Plans by searching PrezCat (www.prezcat.org), an 
online catalog of state and local affordable housing preservation policies. We would be also be 
happy to work with you to flesh out some of these ideas, and identify options that work best for 
the preservation of affordable housing in Louisiana.  
 
It is important for housing choice that LHC maintains a balanced allocation of Housing Credits 
between new construction and preservation/rehabilitation.  In addition to helping preserve and 
revitalize existing communities, preservation is significantly more cost-efficient and 
environmentally friendly than new construction.  The National Housing Trust applauds the 
Louisiana Housing Corporation’s continued support for the preservation of Louisiana’s existing 
affordable housing and encourages it to continue doing so by creating a preservation pool in the 
Draft 2017 QAP.   

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important issue in the State of Louisiana. 

Sincerely, 

 
Michael Bodaken 
President 
 

http://www.prezcat.org/
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October 31, 2016 
 
Ms. Marjorianna Willman / Brenda Evans 
Low Income Housing Tax Credit Program 
Louisiana Housing Corporation  
 
Dear Ms. Willman, 
 
Thank  you  for  the  opportunity  to  present  recommendations  for  the  2017  LHC  Qualified 
Allocation  Plan  (QAP).   We  hope  that  these  comments will  help  inform  your  team  as  you 
prepare to release the 2017 QAP.  Included below are recommendations on behalf of National 
Church  Residences  which  puts  an  emphasis  on  improving  the  lives  for  the  Residents  of 
Louisiana.   Section headers and page numbers match the 2016 QAP. 
 

1. Project Diversity (page 70) 
 
Project Diversity awards 4‐10 points if 40% to 60% of the units are designated market rate 
units.  
 
 National Church Residences recommends that existing acquisition/ rehabilitation 

developments that are already 100% affordable automatically receive the full 10 
points.   

 
These preservation projects are not able to capture these points and are therefore not 
competitive for a LIHTC award as converting existing low income units to market rate units 
would displace the very Residents these buildings were built to serve. In addition, many of 
these properties such as the previous communities built under the LIHTC program have long 
term rental guidelines to ensure they serve low income residents for an extended period of 
time so they are unable to elect these points, regardless.    
 
2. Geographic Diversity (page 70) 
 
Geographic Diversity awards points for projects located in census tracts that are 120%‐150% 
of the AMI for the Parish.  High Income census tracts are NOT a good yard stick for occupied 
Preservation projects for the following reasons:  
 

 Rehabilitations focus on enhancing and preserving existing community assets – they do 
not alter (or increase) the concentration of affordable housing in an area.   

 Unless these existing assets are rehabbed in a timely manner, they will deteriorate from 
a community asset to a community liability.  
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 Finally, project sponsors do not have the ability to “re‐locate” an existing project to 
higher income areas. 

 
 National Church Residences recommends Preservation projects receive 12 points 

regardless of the income level of the census tract of the project.  
 

3. Redevelopment Project (page 70) 
 
Up  to 6 points may be awarded  if  the project meets  the definition of being  located  in a 
“Redevelopment Area”.   The current definition of Redevelopment Area requires the project 
to be located in a Qualified Census Tract (QCT).   
 
 National  Church  Residences  recommends  that  a  Redevelopment  Area  NOT  be 

required to be a QCT.   
 
Requiring Redevelopment Areas to be within a QCT is not an effective yardstick for an actual 
redevelopment  area.    Local  government  entities  along  with  private  investors  designate 
redevelopment areas based on a variety of factors  including population changes, access to 
services  including  healthcare  and  transit,  employment  opportunities  and  environmental 
factors  NOT  on  if  the  land  is  characterized  as  a  QCT.    Again,  this  scoring  criteria 
discriminates against existing occupied Preservation projects as they CANNOT be moved 
to a different census tract.   
 
4. High Vacancy Projects (page 70) 

 
Up to 6 points may be awarded if a Preservation project has a vacancy rate of a minimum of 
25% (2 points) to over 75% (6 points).  While we understand LHC’s desire to help save failing 
real estate assets, it is doing so at the cost of preserving existing low income housing that is 
successful with healthy occupancies.   
 
 National Church Residences recommends ELIMINATING the High Vacancy scoring 

criteria.   
 
This scoring criteria discriminates against true existing low income housing communities 
and the Residents that benefit from them. By making high occupancy Preservation 
developments uncompetitive, LHC risks turning these assets into liabilities as there are no 
other material options other than tax credits to fund critical repairs to maintain these 
buildings.  If these Preservation developments cannot access LIHTCs to make crucial repairs, 
these properties will indeed become a failing asset.  It is our strong hope that LHC does not 
require existing, occupied Preservation projects to fall into such disarray that it is plagued 
by high vacancies before it can be competitive for tax credits.    
 
5. Non Scattered Site Rehabilitation vs. Infill Rehabilitation (I‐E&F page74) 
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Current language awards 2 additional points for scattered site rehabilitation over non 
scattered site rehabilitation along with awarding extra points for vacant and abandoned 
projects.  
 
 National Church Residences recommends ELIMINATING scoring criteria for infill 

and abandoned buildings for the following reasons also mentioned above:   
 

 Rehabilitations focus on enhancing and preserving existing community assets – they do 
not alter (or increase) the concentration of affordable housing in an area.   

 Unless these existing assets are rehabbed in a timely manner (regardless of scattered 
site or not), they will deteriorate from a community asset to a community liability.  
 

6. Special Needs Households (p. 72) 
 

National Church Residences strives to have on‐site service coordinators at our Elderly 
projects. 
 
Service Coordinators work to coordinate supportive services for the elderly and disabled 
residing in independent housing.  Service Coordinators link residents to supportive services 
by providing information and community referrals to help maintain self‐sufficiency.  The 
Service Coordination best practices that result in achieving improved access to better 
healthcare at a lower cost and achieve better outcomes.  The Service Coordinator model 
employs preventative outreach and proactive strategies to facilitate residents’ aging in 
place. 

 
The role of the Service Coordinator is currently of the utmost importance because of the 
large and rapidly expanding population of low‐income older adults. Older adults are 
currently facing the ongoing challenges of finding affordable housing and affordable 
healthcare. As older adults age, an increasing proportion experience multiple chronic 
illnesses and have deteriorating physical and cognitive functioning. This translates into 
higher costs to Medicare and Medicaid, which are the primary health and long‐term care 
payers. Service Coordinators are able to track health and outcome data on residents which 
allows them to be proactive and prevent avoidable and costly hospitalizations and 
healthcare expenses. As a result, residents live healthier and independently longer.  See 
attached supporting articles.  

 
 National Church Residences recommends awarding additional 3 points for 

developments serving Elderly households that have a designated on‐site service 
coordinator. 
 

7. Government Priorities (page 73) 
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Current  language  awards  2 points  for  “Governmental Priorities”  located within  a QCT or 
DDA.  Associating Governmental Priorities with QCTs and DDAs is not an effective yardstick 
for an actual Government Priority.  Government entities designate priority areas based on a 
variety of factors including population changes, access to services including healthcare and 
transit,  employment  opportunities  and  environmental  factors  NOT  on  if  the  land  is 
characterized as a QCT or DDA.   Again, this scoring criteria discriminates against existing 
occupied Preservation projects as they CANNOT be moved to a different census tract.   
 
 National Church Residences recommends ELIMINATING “Governmental Priorities” 

scoring criteria.     
 
In the alternate, National Church Residences recommends applicants receive a  letter from 
the highest elected government official where the development is located as evidence that 
the development is indeed a Governmental Priority. 
 
8. Optional Amenities (page 76) 
 
 National Church Residences recommends adding additional incentives to provide 

amenities that will further benefit the Residents we serve.    
 

 
Examples of Optional amenities to benefit residents include: 
 

 1 computer with free internet access per 50 units      2 points 

 Exercise facility with 1 piece of equipment per 25 units    3 points 

 Designated Library              3 points 

 Designated on‐site service coordinator        3 points 

 Outside green space such as: 
o Gazebo              1 point 
o Resident Garden            1 point 
o Picnic Area              1 point 
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by Geralyn Magan
Published On: Nov 23, 2015
Updated On: Dec 08, 2015

The availability of an on-site service coordinator at federally subsidized senior housing reduced
the odds of having a hospital admission among residents by 18%.

That’s the main finding of a new study by the LeadingAge Center for Housing Plus Services and
The Lewin Group.

The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation funded the study, which was released on
Nov. 20 at the Annual Scientific Meeting of the Gerontological Society of America (GSA).

Alisha Sanders, the center's managing director, presented the study’s findings during the GSA
meeting.

“The population as a whole is getting grayer and policymakers are under increasing pressure to rein in health care costs,” said Sanders. “Federal and state
agencies, as well as health care providers, should consider partnering with affordable senior housing properties to coordinate services. Our study indicates that
such coordination and collaboration could save Medicare dollars for millions of low-income elderly residents.”

About the Housing Plus Services Study

The MacArthur-funded study, described in Affordable Senior Housing Plus Services: What's the Value?, is one of the first to examine the association between the
availability of onsite services in affordable senior housing properties and residents’ health care utilization and spending.

Researchers analyzed health care utilization and spending among 8,706 older adults in 507 properties located in 12 communities around the country. The median
age of residents in the study was 80 years old. More than half (56%) of the residents were eligible for both Medicaid and Medicare. About half had 5 or more
chronic conditions, which are associated with higher than average health care spending.

Importance of Service Coordinators

The study’s key finding—that residents living in housing with onsite service coordinators had significantly lower hospitalization rates than those without this position
—supports previous research showing the positive effects associated with service coordination, says Sanders.

Service coordinators help residents of affordable senior housing navigate the complex health care system and gain better access to needed services. Improving
access to and coordination of health services for high-cost individuals is a primary component of many health reform efforts.

“The size of the senior housing population, and the health challenges that these residents face, suggest that substantial health care savings could be realized if
more housing properties had service coordinators working on site,” says Sanders.

The report outlines specific ways that a service coordinator could enhance an individual’s ability to better manage his or her health conditions. For example, a
service coordinator could:

Help improve residents’ access to primary care physicians by helping to coordinate doctor appointments and transportation to medical appointments. 

Help identify and access resources—like a Medicare Part D plan or a meal delivery program—that could help residents address challenges or barriers to
maintaining good health. 

Encourage residents to visit their doctors when early warning signs or concerns are identified, rather than waiting until the condition worsens. 

For More Information

Visit LeadingAge.org/housingservices to view all of the components of the Housing Plus Services study:

Findings from the analysis that researchers conducted to gauge the association between onsite service availability and health care use and spending.

Results of a survey exploring the availability of onsite services in HUD-assisted senior housing properties in 12 geographic areas.

Expanding the World of Possibilities for Aging

LeadingAge Study: Service Coordinators Linked with 18% Reduction in... http://www.leadingage.org/LeadingAge_Study_Service_Coordinators_L...
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Affordable Housing Reduces Medicaid Costs
Affordable Housing Reduces Medicaid Costs,
New Report Shows

Primary care visits increased, emergency department
visits decreased while integrated health services were
a key driver of improved health care access and quality
PORTLAND, Ore. – February 25, 2016 – A study released today shows

that affordable housing paired with health care services significantly

increases access to primary care and reduces emergency department

visits while lowering Medicaid costs, according to research from Center

for Outcomes Research and Education [http://oregon.providence.org

/our-services/c/center-for-outcomes-research-and-education-core/](CORE) and

Enterprise Community Partners Inc. (Enterprise).  Health in Housing:

Exploring the Intersection between Housing and Health Care [http://bit.ly

/1oGe1nD] analyzed Medicaid claims data from January 2011 to June

2015 for more than 1,600 residents in 145 affordable housing

properties in Portland. The study found that after moving into affordable

housing, Medicaid costs were $48 lower per resident per month, for an

annualized reduction of $936,000 for the study group. 

The Enterprise/CORE study is one of the most comprehensive looks at

how health care and affordable housing intersect. This report is one of

the first studies examining health care in affordable housing using

multiple populations: families with children, individuals living in

supportive housing, and older adults and residents with disabilities. 

The Health in Housing report found:

Total Medicaid expenditures declined by 12 percent, with the

greatest savings among seniors and people with disabilities at 16

percent

Outpatient primary care use increased 20 percent while emergency

department use fell by 18 percent

Residents reported improved access to health services and quality

of care, with about 40 percent saying it was better after move-in

Housing with integrated health services was a key driver of health

care outcomes, suggesting that increasing these services may result

in even greater cost savings

"The Health in Housing study holds national implications for health care

systems, payers and policy makers looking for upstream solutions to

address major health care needs and fulfill reform goals," said Dr.

Megan Sandel, associate professor of pediatrics at Boston University

School of Medicine and a member of Enterprise’s board of trustees.

"Housing with integrated health services is an important solution toward

bending the health care cost curve."

Media Contact:

Karen Whitaker
[mailto:kwhitaker@enterprisecommunity.org]
213.787.8236

Home. Community. Opportunity.
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The Health in Housing report indicates that the presence of health

services and staff is a significant driver of reductions in health care

expenditures and emergency department usage. As many state

Medicaid programs are serving new populations following a 2014

expansion of the program, these states have begun looking at ways to

provide better care while managing costs. 

"Health reform has increasingly called upon health care systems to

recognize the importance of upstream factors that drive health

outcomes and affect health care costs. Our research shows that

affordable housing is one of those key factors," said Bill Wright, Ph.D.,

director of CORE and lead researcher on the study. "We live in a

profoundly interconnected world, and we may be moving past the time

when any sector can go it alone."

CORE partnered with Health Share of Oregon, a local Medicaid

coordinated care organization (CCO), to access a comprehensive

Medicaid claims database to assess utilization and costs related to

physical, behavioral health and dental claims. This database was then

matched to 145 affordable housing properties in and near Portland.

"The report provides invaluable insights on how we can work with new

partners and advance programs that fulfill the promise of accountable

care," noted Janet L. Meyer, CEO, Health Share of Oregon. “Stable,

affordable housing provides the foundation to provide readily

accessible, patient-focused health care.”

The research has informed Enterprise’s recently released housing

policy platform [http://www.investmentinopportunity.org/] and additional work in

the field.  “Based on the findings of the study, especially those that

quantitatively show that affordable housing drives down Medicaid costs

and improves health care outcomes, Enterprise strongly advocates for

policy and funding changes at the state and federal level that will

increase Medicaid investments in affordable housing through capital,

rental assistance and service coordination,” said Amanda Saul, senior

program director, Enterprise.  

The findings also serve as the foundation for a pilot underway in

Portland, Oregon, that will demonstrate positive outcomes associated

with using Medicaid dollars for housing. This Enterprise-led pilot will

test Medicaid Flexible Services funding for rental assistance, eviction

prevention, rapid re-housing, transportation and service coordination

for people experiencing a health and housing crisis.  

Health in Housing was made possible through a grant from the Meyer

Memorial Trust. Meyer has also provided support to Enterprise’s

Medicaid Flexible Services pilot.

Enterprise’s generational goal is to end housing insecurity in the U.S.,

which means no more homelessness and no more families paying

more than half of their income on housing. As a down payment toward

that goal, by 2020 Enterprise will help provide opportunity to 1 million

low-income families through quality affordable housing and connections

to jobs, good schools, transit and health care.

###

The Center for Outcomes Research and Education is an independent

research hub based in Portland, Oregon. They work on research
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projects to improve health system transformation and population

health, particularly for Medicaid beneficiaries and low-income people.

CORE partners with health systems, state agencies, and community

groups to help them meet the triple aim of better health, better care and

lower costs. Recent work includes quantifying how adverse life events

impact health outcomes, and using cutting-edge data science to

examine the intersection of health care with services such as housing,

education, and corrections.

© 2016 Enterprise Community Partners, Inc.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute the content on this website under the CC BY-ND license with EXCEPTIONS listed in the Terms of Use.
We are Enterprise. Our family includes Enterprise Community Partners, Inc., a national Section 501(c)(3) charitable organization that provides expertise for affordable housing and
sustainable communities.  Debt and equity financing for affordable housing is offered through our tax-exempt subsidiaries,  Enterprise Community Loan Fund, Inc. and Enterprise
Community Investment, Inc. Housing development and asset management services are offered through for-profit members of our family of companies, Enterprise Homes, Inc. and
Enterprise Community Asset Management, Inc. Multifamily and commercial real estate financing is offered through Bellwether Enterprise Real Estate Capital, LLC. The content on this
website reflects information about all of these entities. See our Terms of Use page for an explanation of how these different types of organizations are represented on this website.
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2017 QAP COMMENTS 
As of 2/17/17 

 
 
QAP Workshop #1 – December 15, 2016 
 

1. Derrick Sheppard - Requested training specifically for developers new to LIHTC, simplified 
process and pre-submission approval.  Meetings should be held around the state.   
 

2. John Dardis – Requested a set-aside for smaller projects so they are not competing against larger 
projects such as a Rural Set-aside.   

 
3. Tim Smith, Hooke Development – Requested that LHC be aware of the rising costs facing the 

development community, request that LHC pull back from restricting costs at this time.   
 

4. Vanessa Levine – Consistent funding round schedule and deadline for meeting the 10% test. 
Advised that the TDC limits are becoming harder to meet.   
 

5. Thompson Kuri, IDP – Set-asides Rural and Urban, 2- year QAP and increased construction 
costs.   
 

6. Carolyn Jenkins, LHP Development – Further preservation of Section 8 properties, increase TDC 
for acquisition/rehabs, increase acquisition fee to 15%.   
 

7. Charles Tate – Against 2-year QAP due to the fluidity in the housing market.  Incentivize infill 
scattered sites.  Would like to see LHC use creative approaches to tie some of its resources with 
DHH to provide housing for tenants with special needs such as teenage mothers.   
 

8. Larry Hoss, Our Plan B – Stated that many LIHTC projects are over leveraged from the 
beginning which leads to cash flow problems in year 15.  Create set-asides to refinance projects at 
lower interest rates.  Work with syndicators to capitalize projects.   
 

9. John Dardis – Market study should be independent and commissioned by LHC to prevent 
developers from shopping around.  
 

10. Ashley Wilson, Little & Company, Terri North and Tim Smith, Hooke Development– Additional 
time should be allowed to cure market study issues.  LHC staff should re-evaluate the current 
online application issues noted with formulas, inconsistencies, and password issues.  Prefer an 
excel application which can be accessible after the round and would be more easy to navigate 
during the preparation and underwriting process.   
 

11. Kerry Banks – Request using historical data to analyze pools.  Designating pools is more 
important than tweaking points.   
 
 

QAP Workshop #2 – January 12, 2017 
 

 
1. Clarence Hawkins, USDA Rural Development – Incorporate a statewide RD pool specifically for 

existing RD financed properties. 



 
2. Brenda Breaux, New Orleans Redevelopment Authority – Recommend that (1) the QAP 

definition of Distressed Property and Redevelopment Property include all properties purchased by 
the Louisiana Land Trust under the Road Home Program; (2) High Vacancy Projects be expanded 
to award points to projects built on currently vacant land, that has been previously held vacant, or 
housing units that were uninhabitable; and (3) Under Section III.  Priority Development Areas 
and other Preferences prioritize the redevelopment of government/publicly-owned land, 
regardless of market value. 
 

3. Tracey Fine, National Church Residences – Recommend the following: (1) Existing 
acquisition/rehabs that are 100% affordable automatically receive the full 10 points; (2) 
Preservation projects receive 12 points regardless of the income level of the census tract of the 
project; (3) Redevelopment area not be required to be in a QCT; (4) Eliminate high vacancy 
scoring; (5)Eliminate scoring for infill and abandoned buildings; (6) Award additional 3 points 
for development serving elderly households that have a designated on-site service coordinator; (7)  
Eliminate governmental priorities and (8) add additional amenities and points such as library, 
exercise room, green spaces, on-site service coordinator, etc. 
 

4. Joseph Page, Alexandria Housing Authority and Frank Wilcox, Monroe Housing Authority -
Recommend the following: (1) Maintain 10 points for Rural Projects; (2) Change Rural Area 
Project definition to “Any community outside of the corporate limits with populations of 50,000 
as of the 2015 US Census Bureau estates; (2) include new construction and relocation projects 
when existing vouchers are being preserved; (3) Developer obtained market study that follows 
NCHMA guidelines; and (4) Allow 10 points for projects located in declared disaster parishes. 
 

5. Anonymous - Natural Gas Inclusion – Include point incentives for natural gas fired water heaters 
and furnaces. 
 

6. Ralph Keith Broussard, Magnolia CDC – Recommend using NHTF to fund smaller projects in 
rural communities. 
 

7. A. Morris, GNOHA – Would like to see local priorities, maintain ability to extend affordability 
for 4% & 9% deals, predictable schedules, incentivize scattered sites and energy efficiency. 
Create two pools, Rural and Urban with separate criteria for Rural.   
 

8. John Dardis, Westminster – North Shore/ Tangipahoa Parish would like to see incentives for 
parishes impacted by flooding and incentives to parishes that need a lot of preservation and 
additional funding. 
 

9. Keith Broussard with Magnolia CDC – Would like to see smaller & rural projects funded through 
9% credit and National Housing Trust Funds earmarked for small rural projects that serve the 
lowest income. 
 

10. Charles Tate – Give priorities for projects targeting 30% AMI and consider incentivizing Single 
Room Occupancy projects and projects with combined living spaces.  
 

11. Chris Stant, Pres. Olsen Securities – Make preservation a priority over new construction by 
making loans available using set-asides rather than selection criteria points.  Define rural and 
USDA Guidelines and identify properties in 515 portfolio. 
 



12. Tim Smith, Hoke Development – Clarify the definition of rural and consider costs per unit and 
syndicator caps.  Any projects that are 515 or 202 financed or located in rural areas should 
receive an automatic basis boost and make sure different types of developments are considered. 
 

13. James Freeman, Standard Enterprises – Basis boost designation be given to projects located 
important in rural areas. Instead of the threshold requirement allow up to 50 points for developer 
experience. 
 

14. Ashley Wilson, Little & Assoc. – Basis boost designation for the preservation of projects that are 
RD financed and have Sect. 8 that were previously in a QCT but not now and in need of 
revitalization or redevelopment. 
 

15. Amber Seely Marks, Renaissance Property Group – Construction costs are steadily increasing 
and can vary widely.  Recommend increasing cost limits for all unit types.  Mixed income deals 
at 60% market rate and 40% affordable, syndicators may underwrite at 90%.  Maximum should 
debt service should go up to 1.5 or change adding cash to reserves or maybe just change mixed 
rate deals.  Add more special needs categories and increase points.  Would like to see more 
preference given to new construction. 
 

16. Carolyn Jenkins – Place more emphasis on preservation and allow 8-15% increase in acquisition. 
 

17. Evan Holladay, LGD Dev. – Consider increasing the per unit development costs due to increase 
in waiver requests. 
 

18. Judith Moran, McCormick, Baron & Salazer – Consider increasing the current development costs 
limits. 
 

19. Ryan Herringshaw, Harmony Neighborhood Dev.  – Create limits based on HOME percentage 
formula costs. 
 

20. ITEX Group – (Selection Criteria) RAD points for projects that have made applications and 
receive certification and vouchers. 

 
 
QAP Workshop #3 – February 9, 2017 
 

1. Tim Smith, Hoke Development Services – Would like to see an Administrative Deficiency Period 
included in the funding round to submit clarifying information (i.e. map submitted did not include 
the property site.) 
 

2. John Dardis, Westminster – Allocation to steer funds to help small projects, less than 20 units in 
rural/small towns. 
 

3. Charles Tate – Forward allocation or a 2 year QAP and a CHDO set-aside to help get projects 
going in small towns.  Housing Trust Fund dollars to fund projects which serve 30% AMI. 
 

4. Bishop E Rene Soule, LHT, Inc. – Set-Asides and/or allocation to rural. More clarification of 
Rural verse Urban.  City of Alexandria has some areas that fit both criteria. 
 



5. Todd Little, Little & Assoc. – Monroe is considered an entitlement city but has flood affected 
areas and has a rental population of 60%.  Like Alexandria, Monroe has been negatively affected 
by rural definition because both cities are excluded from the definition. 
 

6. Rick Sims – Advocate for rural set-asides. Advised that Concerted Community Revitalization 
Plans are hard to obtain in rural areas as it relates to the criteria to qualify for points in the 
selection criteria. Separate Selection Criteria for CHDOs and Qualified Non-Profit and extra 
points for projects that use HOME funds 
 

7. Scott Pousson, USDA Rural Development – USDA updated its definition of Rural for 
cities/towns with population under 35,000 from 2000 – 2010 until the next census has been 
conducted.  Approximately 75 – 80% of the properties in portfolio are in need of rehab.   
 

8. Art Schultz, Housing Solutions Alliance – Public Housing Authorities are unfairly penalized for 
having 100% subsidized units on selection criteria (Preservation Priority) points. 
 

9. David Arning, LHP – More points on selection criteria for projects serving lowest income, 
provides vouchers or projects that are100% subsidized units.  Priority for year 15 deals that will 
be coming out of compliance soon. 
 

10. Ashley Wilson, Little & Assoc. – Re-evaluate selection criteria categories that have historically 
caused confusion or challenges. 
 

11. Amber Seely-Marks, Renaissance Prop. Group – Create a set-aside of 2017 credits to assist 2015 
& 2016 projects that have not closed. 
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Keith,
 
We surveyed our Section 515 borrowers and asked them to list RD properties which need
rehab.   See attached spreadsheet which shows 77 properties in need of rehab.  Total #
units is 2500+.
 
These are the borrowers that responded, so the numbers could be higher, of course.   
Please use this information to show the need for rehab in the rural areas of Louisiana and
our continued support of a rural funding set aside.
 
I apologize, but I don’t recall who sent me the original request for this information, but I
trust you and Marjorianna will get it to the right folks.  If you have any questions or require
more information, please let us know.
 
Thanks,
 
Scott Pousson
Multi-Family Housing Program Director | Louisiana State Office
Rural Development
United States Department of Agriculture
Phone: 318.473.7962 | Fax:  844.332.7476
www.rd.usda.gov/la | “Committed to the future of rural communities”
 
Stay Connected with USDA:

USDA is an equal opportunity provider, employer and lender.
 

This electronic message contains information generated by the USDA solely for the intended
recipients. Any unauthorized interception of this message or the use or disclosure of the
information it contains may violate the law and subject the violator to civil or criminal
penalties. If you believe you have received this message in error, please notify the sender and
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Sheet1

		USDA RD Borrower Name		Complex Name		City		Parish		State		# Units

		Bayou Des Glaises LTD		St. John's Village 		Moreauville		Avoyelles		LA		50

		Arcadia East Apt II		Arcadia East Apartments II		Arcadia		Bienville 		LA		32

		Bienville Partnership		Beinville Apartments		Ringgold		Bienville 		LA		32

		Bienville III Apt Part		Bienville II Apartments		Ringgold		Bienville 		LA		32

		Benton Place II Apt Part		Benton Place Apt II		Benton		Bossier		LA		32

		Blanchard Part		Blanchard II Apartments		Blanchard		Caddo		LA		32

		Blanchard Seniors Part		Blanchard Seniors		Blanchard		Caddo		LA		24

		Blanchard Seniors Apt Part II		Blanchard Seniors II		Blanchard		Caddo		LA		24

		Greenwood Apts II Part		Greenwood Apts		Greenwood		Caddo		LA		32

		Rebel Road Housing Part		Rebel Road Apartments		Vivian		Caddo		LA		32

		Balnchard Place Part		Blanchard Place		Blanchard		Caddo 		LA		32

		Harrisonburg Senior Apts Part		Harrisonburg Senior Apts		Harrisonburg		Catahoula		LA		24

		Jonesville Housing Partnership		Jonesville Housing		Jonesville 		Catahoula		LA		32

		Island Housing Partnership		Island Housing		Sicily Island		Catahoula		LA		32

		Claiborne Place Apts II Part		Claiborne Place Apartments		Homer		Claiborne		LA		32

		Hillside Apartments LTD Part		Claiborne Srs Apts		Homer		Claiborne		LA		32

		Mill Street Ptn		Mill Street Apartments		Haynesville		Claiborne		LA		32

		Ralph Brockman Jr Dba Ferriday HSG		Ferriday Elderly		Ferriday		Concordia		LA		52

		Logansport Partnership		Logansport Apartments		Logansport		DeSoto		LA		32

		Mansfield Apts Part		Mansfield Srs Apts		Mansfield		DeSoto		LA		32

		Mansfield Elderly HSG Assoc		Mansfield Elderly		Mansfield		DeSoto		LA		22

		Clear Lake Apts Partnership		Clear Lake Apartments		Mansfield		DeSoto		LA		36

		Pines Partnership		Pines Apartments		Mansfield		DeSoto		LA		48

		Seasons Apts II Part		Seasons Apartments		Logansport		DeSoto		LA		48

		Wisner Housing LLC		Franklin Manor Apts		Wisner		Franklin		LA		32

		Pecan Grove Partnership		Pecan Grove Apartments		Colfax		Grant		LA		24

		Jackson Square Apts II Ptn		Jackson Square Apts		Jonesborro		Jackson		LA		32

		Sterlington Manor I Partnership		Sterlington Manor Apts		Sterlington		Jefferson		LA		24

		Sterlington Manor II Ptn		Sterlington Manor II Apts		Sterlington		Jefferson		LA		24

		Elizabeth Square Assoc LTD		Elizabeth Square Apts		Raceland		Lafourche		LA		48

		Green Oaks Assoc		Green Oaks Apts 		Thibodaux		Lafourche		LA		48

		Pincrest II Apts LTD		Pinecrest II Apts		Grambling		Lincoln		LA		32

		CEO-Walker		Country Village Apts		Walker		Livingston		LA		48

		Casa Apartments LTD		Casa Apartments		Bastrop		Morehouse		LA		32

		Cane River Housing, Alpic		Cane River Apts		Cloutierville		Natchitoches		LA		32

		Natchez Place Apts II Part		Natchez Place Apts		Natchez		Natchitoches		LA		32

		Tally Ho Apartments II Part		Tally Ho Apartments		Campti		Natchitoches		LA		26

		Cane Garden LP		Casa Apartments		Natchitoches		Natchitoches		LA		32

		East Village Apt LP		East Village		Natchitoches		Natchitoches		LA		24

		Hagewood Apts LTD		Hagewood Apts 		Natchitoches		Natchitoches		LA		16

		Oak Grove LTD		Oak Grove Apt		Natchitoches		Natchitoches 		LA		32

		Bentwood Terrace Apartments LTD		Bentwood Terrace Apts		Monroe		Ouachita		LA		38

		Bentwood Terrace Apt LTD Part II		Bentwood Terrace 2 Apts		Monroe 		Ouachita		LA		32

		Hillside West Apts. LTD Ptn		Hillside West Apts		Monroe		Ouachita		LA		38

		Hillside West Apts LTD Ptn II		Hillside West 2 Apts		Monroe		Ouachita		LA		16

		Timber Trails II Partnership		Timber Trails II		Pineville 		Rapides		LA		32

		Timber Trails I Partnership		Timber Trails I 		Pineville 		Rapides 		LA 		32

		Coushatta Seniors Apts Part		Coushatta Seniors Apts		Coushatta		Red River		LA		24

		Riverwood Apts Part		Riverwood Apts		Coushatta		Red River		LA		48

		Coushatta Seniors II Apts Part		Coushatta Seniors II Apts		Coushatta 		Red River 		LA		24

		Many Partnership		Many Apartments		Many		Sabine		LA		32

		Many Seniors Apts Part		Many Seniors Apt		Many		Sabine		LA		32

		Pleasant Hill Seniors Part		Pleasant Hill Seniors Apt		Pleasant Hill		Sabine		LA		32

		Timbers Apartments II Part		Timbers Apartments II		Many		Sabine		LA		48

		Jasmine Lane Associates		Jasmine Lane Apartments		Paradis		St. Charles		LA 		12

		CEO-77b		Lancelot Sq Apts		Luling		St. Charles		LA		72

		CEO - Old Man River		Old Man River Apartments		St. Rose		St. Charles		LA		32

		Raintree Court Associates		Raintree Court Apts 		Hahnville		St. Charles		LA		32

		St. Rose Associates Limited		Steamboat Cove Apts		Jackson		St. Charles		LA		24

		Willow Ridge Associates LTD		Willow Ridge Apts		Reserve		St. John		LA		32

		Dogwood Associates LTD		Dogwood Apartments		Opelousas		St. Landry		LA		32

		Folsom South Venture		Cottonport Apartments		Folsom		St. Tammany		LA		12

		CEO - Delta Square		Pine Cliff Apartments 		Mandeville		St. Tammany		LA		32

		Am-kent Associates		Holly Grove & Rosewood		Amite		Tangipahoa		LA		32

		Ponchatoula Meadows Assoc		Ponchatoula Meadows 		Ponchatoula 		Tangipahoa		LA		32

		Bethel LTD Housing Partnership		Bethel Court Apts		Waterproof		Tensas		LA		16

		Bayou Bend Associates LTD		Bayou Bend Apartments		Gray		Terrebonne		LA		52

		Cedar Court Associates		Cedar Grove Apartments		Houma		Terrebonne		LA		48

		Bernice Park Housing Alpic		Bernice Park Apts		Bernice		Union		LA		32

		Red Hill Apts I Ptn		Red Hill Apts I 		Farmerville		Union		LA		32

		Red Hill Ptn		Red Hill Apts II		Farmerville		Union		LA		30

		Union Square Housing Ptn		Union Square Apts		Junction City		Union		LA		32

		Southwood Apts Part		Southwood Apts		Sibley		Webster		LA		48

		Webster Place II Partnership		Webster Place Apts 		Cotton Valley		Webster		LA		32

		Rockwood Apt II Partnership		Rockwood Apartments II		Winnfield		Winn		LA		32

		Shady Lane Seniors Apts Part		Shady Lane		Winnfield		Winn		LA 		32

		Flatlands Apt LD		Flatlands Apt		Winnfield 		Winn		LA		32

		TOTAL UNITS										2,536
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USDA RD Borrower Name Complex Name City Parish State
Bayou Des Glaises LTD St. John's Village Moreauville Avoyelles LA
Arcadia East Apt II Arcadia East Apartments II Arcadia Bienville LA
Bienville Partnership Beinville Apartments Ringgold Bienville LA
Bienville III Apt Part Bienville II Apartments Ringgold Bienville LA
Benton Place II Apt Part Benton Place Apt II Benton Bossier LA
Blanchard Part Blanchard II Apartments Blanchard Caddo LA
Blanchard Seniors Part Blanchard Seniors Blanchard Caddo LA
Blanchard Seniors Apt Part II Blanchard Seniors II Blanchard Caddo LA
Greenwood Apts II Part Greenwood Apts Greenwood Caddo LA
Rebel Road Housing Part Rebel Road Apartments Vivian Caddo LA
Balnchard Place Part Blanchard Place Blanchard Caddo LA
Harrisonburg Senior Apts Part Harrisonburg Senior Apts Harrisonburg Catahoula LA
Jonesville Housing Partnership Jonesville Housing Jonesville Catahoula LA
Island Housing Partnership Island Housing Sicily Island Catahoula LA
Claiborne Place Apts II Part Claiborne Place Apartments Homer Claiborne LA
Hillside Apartments LTD Part Claiborne Srs Apts Homer Claiborne LA
Mill Street Ptn Mill Street Apartments Haynesville Claiborne LA
Ralph Brockman Jr Dba Ferriday HSG Ferriday Elderly Ferriday Concordia LA
Logansport Partnership Logansport Apartments Logansport DeSoto LA
Mansfield Apts Part Mansfield Srs Apts Mansfield DeSoto LA
Mansfield Elderly HSG Assoc Mansfield Elderly Mansfield DeSoto LA
Clear Lake Apts Partnership Clear Lake Apartments Mansfield DeSoto LA
Pines Partnership Pines Apartments Mansfield DeSoto LA
Seasons Apts II Part Seasons Apartments Logansport DeSoto LA
Wisner Housing LLC Franklin Manor Apts Wisner Franklin LA
Pecan Grove Partnership Pecan Grove Apartments Colfax Grant LA
Jackson Square Apts II Ptn Jackson Square Apts Jonesborro Jackson LA
Sterlington Manor I Partnership Sterlington Manor Apts Sterlington Jefferson LA
Sterlington Manor II Ptn Sterlington Manor II Apts Sterlington Jefferson LA
Elizabeth Square Assoc LTD Elizabeth Square Apts Raceland Lafourche LA
Green Oaks Assoc Green Oaks Apts Thibodaux Lafourche LA
Pincrest II Apts LTD Pinecrest II Apts Grambling Lincoln LA
CEO-Walker Country Village Apts Walker Livingston LA
Casa Apartments LTD Casa Apartments Bastrop Morehouse LA
Cane River Housing, Alpic Cane River Apts Cloutierville Natchitoches LA
Natchez Place Apts II Part Natchez Place Apts Natchez Natchitoches LA
Tally Ho Apartments II Part Tally Ho Apartments Campti Natchitoches LA
Cane Garden LP Casa Apartments Natchitoches Natchitoches LA
East Village Apt LP East Village Natchitoches Natchitoches LA
Hagewood Apts LTD Hagewood Apts Natchitoches Natchitoches LA
Oak Grove LTD Oak Grove Apt Natchitoches Natchitoches LA
Bentwood Terrace Apartments LTD Bentwood Terrace Apts Monroe Ouachita LA
Bentwood Terrace Apt LTD Part II Bentwood Terrace 2 Apts Monroe Ouachita LA
Hillside West Apts. LTD Ptn Hillside West Apts Monroe Ouachita LA
Hillside West Apts LTD Ptn II Hillside West 2 Apts Monroe Ouachita LA
Timber Trails II Partnership Timber Trails II Pineville Rapides LA



Timber Trails I Partnership Timber Trails I Pineville Rapides LA 
Coushatta Seniors Apts Part Coushatta Seniors Apts Coushatta Red River LA
Riverwood Apts Part Riverwood Apts Coushatta Red River LA
Coushatta Seniors II Apts Part Coushatta Seniors II Apts Coushatta Red River LA
Many Partnership Many Apartments Many Sabine LA
Many Seniors Apts Part Many Seniors Apt Many Sabine LA
Pleasant Hill Seniors Part Pleasant Hill Seniors Apt Pleasant Hill Sabine LA
Timbers Apartments II Part Timbers Apartments II Many Sabine LA
Jasmine Lane Associates Jasmine Lane Apartments Paradis St. Charles LA 
CEO-77b Lancelot Sq Apts Luling St. Charles LA
CEO - Old Man River Old Man River Apartments St. Rose St. Charles LA
Raintree Court Associates Raintree Court Apts Hahnville St. Charles LA
St. Rose Associates Limited Steamboat Cove Apts Jackson St. Charles LA
Willow Ridge Associates LTD Willow Ridge Apts Reserve St. John LA
Dogwood Associates LTD Dogwood Apartments Opelousas St. Landry LA
Folsom South Venture Cottonport Apartments Folsom St. Tammany LA
CEO - Delta Square Pine Cliff Apartments Mandeville St. Tammany LA
Am-kent Associates Holly Grove & Rosewood Amite Tangipahoa LA
Ponchatoula Meadows Assoc Ponchatoula Meadows Ponchatoula Tangipahoa LA
Bethel LTD Housing Partnership Bethel Court Apts Waterproof Tensas LA
Bayou Bend Associates LTD Bayou Bend Apartments Gray Terrebonne LA
Cedar Court Associates Cedar Grove Apartments Houma Terrebonne LA
Bernice Park Housing Alpic Bernice Park Apts Bernice Union LA
Red Hill Apts I Ptn Red Hill Apts I Farmerville Union LA
Red Hill Ptn Red Hill Apts II Farmerville Union LA
Union Square Housing Ptn Union Square Apts Junction City Union LA
Southwood Apts Part Southwood Apts Sibley Webster LA
Webster Place II Partnership Webster Place Apts Cotton Valley Webster LA
Rockwood Apt II Partnership Rockwood Apartments II Winnfield Winn LA
Shady Lane Seniors Apts Part Shady Lane Winnfield Winn LA 
Flatlands Apt LD Flatlands Apt Winnfield Winn LA
TOTAL UNITS
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